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The Racers lost their
second consecutive
Ohio Valley Conference game of the
season, falling 21 13 to Eastern Kentucky University.

"The Murray State
News" introduces
..Keelhaul," a comic
strip about the trials
and
tribulations
pirates face after
descending on Murray State.
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Finalists comment on search process
BY LOREE S TA RK
EDITOR IN CHIEF

The Faculty Senate was not alone
in its OcL 2 condemnation of the
presidential sem:h that led to the
selec1ion of F. King AlexanJer. son
of acting President Kern Alexander.
PresiJential linalist Donald Bates,
Jean of the School of Management at
California
State
UniversityDomingue7. Hill~. dubbed the search
·•unusual'' and .said it involved le\s
faculty and student input than those
he had seen at other universities.
"I've been in higher education for
25 years, and it's been the first time
that I' ve seei1 the board of trustees
serve as the selection committee,"
Bate!> ~aid in a phone interview, " It
mitigates input from other university

constituencies."
Bates said other presidential
searches, in which he held varied
positions. have set up a relatively
large coaunittee that represents all of
the constituencies of the University
working with the consultant to establish a criteria. From there, the committee invites to campus the candidates who meet this criteria and then
makes a recommendation to the
board of trustees.
Bates said four contemporaries he
knew from the University of
Arkansas are now at Murray, and be
had been e-mailed what the final vote
was going to be before he arrived to
campus.
"The Thursday before I visited
campus, I knew what the final vote
was going to be," Bates ~aid. "(The

e-mail) was from a good source."
The Murray State Faculty Senate
echoed Bates' comments in a formal
resolution passed Oct. 2 condemning
the presidential selection process
employed by the Board of Regents
that led to Alexander's appointment.
The faculty said they felt isolated
from the decision.
Board of Regents Chairman Sid
Easley said he was upset the senate
chose to condemn the search process.
He said he was "especially sad (the
Faculty Senate) chose to send their
condemnation to the governor and
(Council on Postsecondary Education)."
"Those are the places where we go
to seek funding for Murray State
University," Easley said.
Easley said faculty, staff and stu-

dents were represented at every
meeting of the search committee and
each was aware of what was going
on in the search process at all times.
"It does not follow that the process
is flawed simply because someone
correctly speculated on what the
Board might do," Easley said. "Neither does it follow that simply
because someone is selected one
does not agree with that the process
is flawed."
The presidential search wac; conducted by Korn/Ferry International,
located in Washington, D.C. The
search began lao;t spring, after acting
President
Kern
Alexander's
announcement of his plans to retire,
and ended Sept. 8 when the Board of

"I found it to be absolutely
first -rate."
G. DANIEL H OWARD
PRESIDENTIAL SEARCH FINALIST

''The Thursday before I visited
campus, I knew what the final
vote was going to be.''
D ONAlD BATES
PRESIDENTIAL SEARCH FINALISJ

see SEARCH /12

President-elect
begins reign with
faculty support
I

(Right) Murray State's
Homecoming King Scott
Pile, senior from Custer,
and Q ueen Wendy Davis,
junior from Cunningham,
drop their umbrella~ to
accept plaques.
(Below) Fans b rave the ele{llents to watch the homecoming loss to Eastern
Kentucky University.

8Y JASON BIWNGSL!Y

News EDITOR

Students, alumni, Murray States
Homecoming get all washed up
STORY BY SEVERO AVILA • PHOTOS BY RYAN BROOKS
ecoming celebrations were disted last weekend when rain and
nd forced the cancellation of Tent
and many fans to mi~s Murray
e'l' third home football game.
ccording to Maria Brock, Stu~~Plhi't
Government A~sociation
Homecoming chairperson, the
• Homecoming parl:de took place as
planned. with only two bands being
absent. Scott Pile, ~enior from
Custer and Mr. MSU. was crowned
Homecoming King, while Wendy
Davis, junior from Cunningham.
was crowned Homecoming Queen.

"Our activities pretty much went "Of those, only 2.500 showed up,
as planned," Brock said. "The only and we couldn't cancel the game. It
thing that was unusual was that • was horrible. I'm guessing we lost
because of the rain and soggy grass, about $25,000. but we still don't
we had to crown Wendy and Scott know the exact figures yet,"
on the track instead of in the middle
This is Murray State's third home
of the field like we planned."
game to be disrupted. The Racers'
One major impact the weather had first game against 111inois State was
on the planned events was many delayed because of lightning. the
Racer fans could not attend Murray second, against Alabama State, was
State's third home football game canceled because of the attacks in
against Eastern Kentucky.
New York and Washington D.C.
"We had expected about 14,000
"This is the most bizarre season
people to attend our events.'' said
E.W. Dennison, athletics director.
see HOMECOMING /12

·'This is the most bizarre season I've encountered in my many years at Murray State.
I've never seen anything like this before. This could be devastating."
E.W. DENNISON, ATHLETICS DIRECTOR

The King Alexander era at Murray State will officially begin in less
than two weeks.
In an e-mail interview conducted
Monday, Alexander confirmed he
will begin his term as the new Murray State president the week of Oct.
29-Nov. 3.
..We are planning on moving
many of our things during the next
two weeks," Alexander said. "However, I will continue working on
behalf of Murray State in Frankfort,
Paducah, Wisconsin and Minnesota
during the next two weeks. The
meetings and eventc; that I wi ll be
participating in at these locations are
important and require campus representation and advocacy."
Alexander presided over Homecoming activities last weekend.
including riding in the Homecoming
parade and participating in the
Homecoming King and Queen
Coronation ceremony. He also
attended several meetings over the
weekend.
He said he was thankful for the
students, faculty and staff who
worked to keep Homecoming running smoothly despite the fou l
weather.
"I wac; truly amazed to see how
everything continued as scheduled
despite the monsoon that hit our
campus on Saturday, with the excep·
tion of Tent City,"Alexander said.
"This was not an easy taSk considering the weather. and it made me very
proud to be a pan of the Murray
State community. Overall, the weekend was an exciting and wonderful
experience for me. I greatly enjoyed
the events and the people that I met
during the many festivities ,"
Confusion as to who was m fact
the University president erupted
throughout the weekend, as King
Alexander was announced a~ president at Homecoming, but Kern
Alexander represented Murray State
as its president at the Kentucky
Human Rights Commission on
Tuesday in Louisville. Board of
Regents Chairman Sid Easley
acknowledged some confusion
about King Alexander's title at
Homecoming.
"He was President-elect at that
point to be totally accurc~te," Easley
said.
Easley <;aid it was up to Alexander
when he would officially take over
as University president.
''The ball was in his park: as to
when he could come," Easley said.

"We wanted him to come as soon as
he could come. This was his decision ac; to when he could get away
(from his teaching responsibilities at
the University of Illinois)."
Easley said Alexander's contract
had not yet been finali1ed, and no
timetable hac; been set for its completion.
Faculty Senate P.resident Bill Call
said although the senate had passed
a resolution condemning the search
process that led to Alexander' s hiring. it would embrace the new president when he arrives to campus.
Call had not yet heard of Alexander's stan date.
"The faculty are on record to
pledge to work with him," Call said.
"In that respect. we are ready for
him to come. Presently, we are in a
holding pattern without a full-time
president. I would see his arrival' as
a positive thing as we could now
have a full-time president."
Easley said Alexander's transition
should be smooth.
"He's already been to Frankfort to
represent us and made wonderful
impressions there," he said. "He's a
Kentuckian and understands the
Kentucky political world, so I think
it will be an incredibly fast transition."
Student Government Association
President and Student Regent Nikki
Key said she agreed with Ea'lley
about the transition and that she and
many other students were excited to
have him on campus fu ll time.
"I've talked to several students
who've had the chance to meet him.
and they' re very excited he' s coming to Murray," Key said. "He' s
very student oriented, and he' s very
anxious to hear the issues students
have on campus. The students I' ve
talked to who haven' t met him yet
are looking forward to getting the
opportunity to meet him."
Key said SGA wa" in the process
of organizing a forum or meeting at
Winslow Dining Hall for students to
ask the new president questions.
Easley said the immediate issues
facing the University that Alexander
would have to address were :;ecuring
funding for the new science complex and wellness center.
Alexander said he was unsure
how his departure will affect his students at the University of Illinois,
but they are holding a pany to wish
him farewell.
Said Alexander: ''I hope the focus
of the par.y is to celebrate the successes of our program during the last
five years instead of celebrating my
depanure."
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ampus
Comtetlons
Jason Daniel Sullivan,
senior from Madisonville,
was incorrectly identified
in last week's Police Beat
as the Jason Sullivan who
had been arrested for DUI
on Oct. 7. Jason Scott Sullivan, a non-student, was
the subject who was
arrested.
In the Freshmen Senator
election story in the Sept.
28 issue, it was incorrectly
reported that 257 freshmen voted in the freshmen
senator elections. Twohundred and fifty-seven
votes were cast, but since
each
freshman
was
allowed to vote for two
people, about 145 freshmen voted, according to
SGA Election Ways and
Means Chair Daniel Ballard.

College Democrats
to hold second meeting
The Murray State College Democrats will have
their second meeting of
the semester at 6 p .m. Oct.
25 in the Curris Center
Ohio Room.
Fund raising,.. campaign
volunteering and possible
future guest speakers will
be discussed.
All Murray State students and faculty are wei-

the

~

come to attend. For more
information, e-mail MSUCollegeDemocrats-Subscribe@yahoogroups.com.

Law Association forum
to feature area attorneys
The Student Law Association will present an attorney question and answer
forum at 5:15 p.m. Oct. 25
in the Curris Center Theater.
The forum will feature
attorneys from around the
area answering ques tions
regarding their law-school
experience, study habits
and classes in their field of
interest.
The Student Law Asspciation also encourages s tudents from all majors to
JOin
the organization.
Dues are $15 per year or
$10 per semester. For more
information,
contact
Stephanie Judy by e-mail
at s tephanie.judy@murraystate.edu.

Murray State officials
stress caution with mail
Students, faculty and
staff at Murray State are
as ked to exercise caution
when opening mail.
Because of recent mailrelated crimes in the United States, individuals han-

murray
t:Jstate
news
II

dling mail on campus
should be especially aware
of anything that seems
suspect. Any suspicious
envelopes or packages
should be reported to the
campus Public Safety
office.

Interfraternity Council
elects secretary
Brent Dolen, senior from
Louisville and a member
of Sigma Chi, was elected
Interfraternity
Council
Secretary at the Oct. 9 IFC
meeting.
Dolen defeated Graham
Lynch, sophomore from
Murray, of Sigma Pi by a
12-3 vote. Dolen takes over
for J.T. Hearn, junior from
Carrier Mills, Ill. and
Justin Mowrey, sophomore from Murray, of
Sigma Pi, who had to leave
the position.

•PoliceBeat
Thursday, Oct. 11

Street and Olive Boulevard.

12:01 a.m. Justin French, sophomore from Puryear, Tenn., was
arrested for alcohol intoxication at
15th and Olive streets.
12:48 a.m. A verbal warning was
issued for failure to dim headlights
at Bradley Book Co.
1:27 a.m. Matthew 0. Melton,
freshman from Camden, Tenn., was
arrested for DUI and possession of
alcohol by a minor in the general
services parking lot after hitting a
tree and knocking it over. Yield and
stop signs also were damaged.
1 p.m. Housing personnel received
a report of an unwanted sexual
advance in White College, but no
criminal complaint was filed at
Public Safety.
4:42 p.m. A caller in Elizabeth College had been receiving harassing
phone calls. The incident is under
investigation.

Friday, Oct. 12
Foreign Language Club
to host Oktoberfest
Murray State's Foreign
Language C lub will host
Oktoberfest at 4 p ·. m.
Oct. 27 at 501 N. Seventh
St. There will be a $3
entry fee that includes a
meal.

Campus Briefly is compiled
by Assistant News Editor
Marci Ownz.

12:51 a.m. A verbal warning was
issued for expired registration on
Bookland Drive.
6:59 a.m. Road signs were stolen
from Gilbert Graves and Chestnut
streets. The incident is under investigation.
11:07 p.m. An officer reported he
had seen smoke in the air in the
14th and 15th streets parking lot,
but the source of the smoke was
never found.
11:13 p.m. A verbal warning was
issued for excessive noise at 15th

Editor In Chief: 762-6877
News: 762-4468
College Life: 762-4480
Opinion: 762-4468
Sports: 762-4481
Advertising: 762-4478
Fax: 762-3175

were stolen from Oakhurst. The
incident is under investigation.
8
a.m. A housing disciplinary
Saturday, Oct. 13
referral
was filed for possession of
7:59 a.m. A citation was issued in
alcohol
by
a minor in Franklin ColFranklin College for public intoxicalege.
tion.
8:25 a.m. Someone threw a brick' 8:14 a.m. Someone reported a susthrough a Franklin College win- picious liquid in Mason Hall. A
dow. The incident is under investi- report was taken.
4:38 p .m . A subject reported receivgation.
11:17 a.m. A compact disc player ing harassing e-mail from an outwas stolen from Regents College. of-state campus.
The incident is under investigation. 11:44 p.m. A caller in Elizabeth
4:21 p .m. A juvenile was apprehend- College reported a dumpster had
ed and cited after stealing a novelty been rolled into two parked cars.
item from Roy Stewart Stadium.
4:21 p.m. Cash was stolen from Tuesday, Oct. 16
White College. The incident is
7:48 a,m. A verbal warning was
under investigation.
issued for expired tags at Speed8:16 p.m. A vehicle was stopped for way.
excessive speed on 16th Street.
10:08 a.m. A subject reported a suspicious powder had been found in
Sunday, Oct. 14
the women's restroom in the
2:06 a.m. A citation was issued in
Alumni Affairs Building basement.
the dorm circle for possession of 1:59 p.m. An officer issued a citaalcohol by a minor.
tion for expired tags and no dri:
2:15 a.m. A confrontation between ver's license at 15th and Main
the Alpha Tau Omegas and Lambda streets.
Chi Alphas at the Lambda Chi 9:06 p.m. After confronting a stuhouse was reported.
dent for plagiarizing a paper, a
7:24 p.m. The Murray Police Depart- caller requested an officer to watch
ment reported a subject on campus him walk to his vehicle.
having trouble walking while
drinking from a container. The sub- Racer escorts - 6
ject was a non-student drinking M otorist assists - 2
alcohol and was advised to leave
campus.
Police Beat is compiled by Marci

Monday, Oct. 15
7:40 a.m. American flags and poles

''The Murray state News" strtw. to be tiM Univenity comntunl~
ty'a source for lnfonnatfon.
OUr goal Ia to present that information In a fair and unbiaMd
~nanner and also provide a free and open forum for expression a nd

EN EWS.or
nn r rra~ stmc n~\\ :, onli

debate.
''The Murray State News" offers a hands-on leamlnc environment
for those students Interested in joumallun or other flelds relating
to the prodiiCtion of a newspaper.
The c • . - ,.... lllould be frw fi'OIII c:easorsblp and lldvance
approval of copr, and, Its editors should be free to dewlop tllefr
1
own editorial and news policies.

· E-Mail: thenews@murraystote.edu

Been around?

Owen, assistant news editor, from
materials provided by Public Safety.
All dispatched calls are not listed.

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
FREE DEUVERY AND CARRYOUT

TOPPINGS:

We'll take anybody.

Really.

Extra Cheese
Onions
Green Peppers
Jalapeno Peppers
Pepperoni
Sausage
Italian Sausage
Ham
Ground Beef
Bacon
Mushrooms
Anchovies
Black Olives
Banana Peppers
~Only available at some locations.)

Pineapple
(Only available at some locations.)

laiYIII'Papa
Far Free Debary:

753-6666
Mum1y

Think it's WAY too late to possibly join "The Murray State News"' staff?
We're an equal opportunity employer; and, we don't have term limits!
Call 762-4468 or drop by our office: Wilson Hall. room 11 1.
Pacemaker? Respirator? We ' ll take ya. Really.

N. 12th Street
(Next to Freidman's
Jewelers)
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State loses appeal to take control
of cleanup at Paducah power plant

u.s. House shut down after

WASHINGTON (AP) • The state of Kentucky
lost a bid Monday to set conditions on the disposal
of radioactive waste in a landfill at the uranium
enrichment plant in Paducah.
The U.S. Supreme Court. without comment,
declined to hear the state's case against the federal
government.
The Department of Energy owns the Paducah
facility and is leading a cleanup effort there.
In 1996. the state granted a pennit to the federal
agency to operate a landfill at the plant. But the state
imposed conditions on the Energy Department
designed to ensure that no radioactive waste and
only a limited amount of solid waste contaminated
by radioactivity be aUowed in the landfill. ,
The Energy Departtnent opposed the conditions
and filed an administrative challenge against them.
It argued that the state was oveNepping its
authority by trying to regulate nuclear material at the
facility -something that was the sole jurisdiction of
the federal government.
The agency lost its challenge. but a district court
and the 6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals subsequently sided with the Energy Department.

l'tlddle school, rest stop evacuated for
sc:cns; no ilfedioos n!pOI1ed

••wax

LEXINGTON (AP) - A middle school was evacuated Monday and 12 people quarantined after an
envelope containing a white powdery substance was
opened in an office.
And in southern Kentucky. at Franklin, a rest area
and welcome center along Interstate 65 were closed
when police received a report of a suspicious powder on a toilet seat.
rn Lexington. aU of the people quarantined had
been evaluated and released by Monday night, said
Tammy Day. a Univen.ity of Kentucky Medical
Center spokeswoman.
The envelope, which was addressed to Tates
Creek Middle School but did not have a return
address or postmark. did not contain a document..
only the white powder, said John Toye. director of
security for Fayette County Public Schools.
Eleven adults, including Principal Leon Dudley.
and one male student were decontaminated and sent
to the hospital for tests afrer the envelope was
opened about 10:45 a.m. EDT at the school.
Kentucky State Police Sgt. Jerry Jones said the
Franklin welcome center closed atier a woman
reported finding the powder and seeing a suspicious
person.
A hazardous materials team from the $late Division of Disaster and Emergency Services was 'called
in and the substance taken for testing. The center
remained closed Monday night.

3

•wor1d

anthrax letters appear
WASHINGTON (AP)- The U.S.
House of Representatives was shut
down until Tuesday after a letter
testing positive for anthrax
addressed to Senate Majority
Leader Tom Daschle contaminated
31 people.
Speaker of the House Dennis
Hastert ordered the shut down on
Wednesday. He said the House and
all offices will be thoroughly swept
for anthrax before reopening Tuesday.

smuggling millions of dollars' worth
of cigarettes out of North Carolina,
which ha.c; one of the nation's lowest
tobacco tax rates, to states with higher
tobacco taxes.
Federal officials said some of the
proceed!; from those sales were diverted to Hezbollah.
One of the suspects, Mohamad
Harb, has been in jail since being
arrested along with several others last
year. The case is set for trial in federal
court in Charlotte in April.
The two other fugitives, Moharnad
Ha.~san Dbouk and Hassan Hilu Laqis,
remain at large.
rt wa.o, unclear how long it would
take to extradite Ambaz.

Child of ABC News worker
Police investigate source
to recover from infection
NEW YORK (AP) - Investigators of two anthrax letters
took to media mailrooms across New
York after learning that an ABC News
producer's infant son was diagnosed
with anthrax.
The diagnosis of the 7-month-old
child marked the second anthrax case
involving a major news organization
in New Yor+ in four days, following
one at NBC in which a female
employee was infected by a letter carrying anthrax.
ABC News President David Westin
said Monday the boy developed the
sltin form of anthrax after spending
time at the newsroom last month. 1lle
child is taking antibiotics and is
expected to recover.

amw

Man acaased fi
tlmllsts anesled In Calala
CHARLOTTE. N.C. (AP)- One of
three fugitives accused of providing
cash and military equipment to the
Lebanese terrorist group Hezbollah
has been WTested in Canada. authorities said.
Ali Adham Amhaz. 35, was arrested
Saturday in Vancouver by the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police. federal
authorities in Charlotte said Monday.
Amhal was one of four Lebanese
nationals indicted in March on charges
of providing support to Hezbollah, a
Lebanese-based faction identified by
ifie U.S. State Department as a terrorisi organization.
He was part of a group accused of

HAMILTON TOWNSHIP, NJ.
(AP) - Investigators scanned surveillance videotapes and canvassed
postal workers as they took on the
daunting task of trying to pinpoint
the origin of two anthrax-tainted letters with Trenton postmarks.
The letters, postinaiiced Sept. 18,
infected an NBC employee in New
York with skin anthrax and
appeared in the Washington, D.C ..
office of Senate Majority Leader
Tom Daschle.
Postal inspectors said the letters
could have started at any of 46 mail
facilities before arriving at the main
post office just outside Trenton in
Hamilton Township. There's no
guarantee investigators will ever
know which one.
Forensic testing has been done on
the first letter. addressed to NBC
anchor Tom Brokaw. The results
may tell inspectors who sent it
before they know where the senders
mailed it, Groen said.
Meanwhile. two workers from
the Trenton Main Post Office were
tested for anthrax after reponing
symptoms associated with the disea'\e, Postal Inspector Tony Esposito said.
He said no trace of anthrax has
been found at the facility.

India pledges to be
tough with terrorists
NEW DELffi, India (AP) India vowed Tuesday that it
would be ''ruthless" in dealing
with Islamic militant infiltrators
from Pakistan. after the heaviest
border shelling exchanges this
year greeted U.S. Secretary of
State Colin Powell to the subcontinent.
Powell arrived in New Delhi
Tuesday evening and was sched·
uled to meet with Ja~want Singh,
the foreign minister.
The secretary of state, hoping
to diffuse tension between India
and Pakistan over Kashmir, will
meet with senior officials
Wednesday. including Prime
Minister Atal Bibari Vajpayee.
His arrivlll in Pakistan on Monday coincided with cross-boNer
clashes between nuclear rivals
lndia and Pakistan.
Indian military claimed that
Pakistan infiltrators had crossed
the border on Monday and New
Delhi retaliated with force.
"India will be ruthless in dealing with infiltrators," Indian
Defense Minister George Fernandes told reporters.
His tough talk carne as U.S.
President 0e0l'ge W. Bush urged
restraint between Pa.k.istan and
India and Powell attempted to
shore up their cooperation with
the U.S. campaign to end
Afghanistan's protection of
Osama bin Laden.
Bush said India and Pakistan
should avoid military conflict
over Kashmir, because fighting
there "could create issues" for the
.anti-terrorism campaign.

Belgium police officials
release two suspects
BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) •
Belgian authorities announced
Tuesday tht:y have released two
men arrested last month in the
wake of the Sept. II auacks on
the United States. Three more
suspects :remain jailed
The two rele3sed were identi-

fied as Fauzi el Hadouti and
Mohamed Salem. They ran a
snack bar in Brussels where
police found quantities of chemi·
cals that investigators believe
could be used to make bombs.
The two, arrested Sept. 20.
remain under investigation but
were granted conditional release
Friday by a Brussels court.
A third man suspected of ~ell
ing the chemicals to them remains
in detention.
El
Hadouti's
brother.
Abdelkrim el Hadouti, and another Arab man, Nizar Trabelsi. were
picked up by police a week earlier and are still being held.

Before the hearing began,
Hijazi shouted at the audience that
he was forced to sign confession.
papers under tortUre.
He exposed his right leg by
pulling up a blue prison unifonn
to show dark bruises and what
appeared to look like healed cuts.
'The accusations against me were
fabricated by the Jordanian intelligence," he said.
Last year Hijazi and 27 men
were put on trial, 22 were convicted on charges of conspiring to
carry out terrorist attacks. While
six of lhem. including Hijazi,
were sentenced to death, 16
received sentences ranging from 7
112 years to life in prison and "ibe
remaining six were acquitted.

Delaat aca!JSeS .bdcm
ccut of lerrolism
UK lawmakers question
AMMAN. Jordan (AP)- A Jardanian-American being tried on airsbikes on Taliban
terrorism charges yelled in anger
during a bearing Tuesday, accusing the military court of being a
"terrorist" and claiming his confessions bad been extracted under
torture.
"You are aU terrorist.<.," shouted
Raed Hijazi in the dock at the end
of the hearing during which his
lawyer argued that he was a
humanitarian worker when he
lived in Pakistan some five yearsago.
Hijazi, 32, is charged wilh nine
crimes, which include conspiring
to carry out attacks against U.S.
and Israeli tourists and using poison gas and explosives during
New Year's 2000 celebrations in
Jordan. 1be attacks never materialized
Military prosecutors had
blamed the plot oA Osama bin
Laden. the prime suspect in the
Sept. 11 terror attacks in the United States.
The military court had sentenced Hijazi, who was at large
then, to death in absentia along
with five other men last September. Hijazi was arrestw in Syria
and extradited to Jordan a year
ago. Under Jordanian law, a convict has the right 10 retrial once
apprehended.

LONOON (AP) - The U.S.-led
bombing of Afghanistan has handed a "daily propaganda victory to
terrorists responsible for the Sept
11 attacks on New York and
Washington," a group of lawmakers from the governing Labor
Party said Tuesday.
Six lawmakers urged Prime
Minister Tony Blair's government
to end the airstrikes. which have
continued daily since Oct. 7.
lawmakers Paul Marsden, Alan
Simpson, Robert MarshallAndrews, Alice Mahon, Tam
Dalyell and Lynne Jones authored
the mofion.
Separately Tuesday, the Britishbased charity Christian Aid said as
many as 7 million Afghans face
starvation following a three-year
drought. The group also called for
a halt to the bombing while aid is
shipped into the country.
Roger Riddell. the charity's
international director, said it was
vital to establish aid corridors to
move in 50,000 tons of food aid
needed each month as well as a
stos:kpile of 70.000 tons needed in
the two remote mountainous
regions which will be cut off by
winter snows.
World Briefly is compiled by
News Editor Jason Billingsley.

The Brot:her!i of' Laaa~bda Chi Alpha would
like t:o invit:e t:he f'ollowing girl!i t:o our
Count:ru Cru!ih Dance
Whitney Burroughs
Maria Brock
Christina Clark
Terra Dunn
Tori Dunn
Rebecca Francis
l(aci Greer
Jennifer J-larris
Lindsey Manning
Megan Mathis
Jenny Moss
Nikki Key
Ashley Hensley
Rebecca Cansler
Sarah Williams
Sarah Bailey
Casey Jenkins
)ana Furches
Jessica Reed
Rachel Rodgers
Rachel Walker
Stephanie Watson
Chelsea Anderson
Emily Burroughs
Ellen Yonts

Natalie Ford
Jayme Gibson
Katie Ward
Jamie llell
Jill Speicher
Sally Teague
Amy Green
Ashley Graves
Kim Morris
Lisa Brumley
Ginny Jones
Jamie Danner
Andrea Scott
Aubry Stroud
Michele Hargrove
Karly Grither
Kara Cocke
Laura J:>endleton
Sarah Utley
Lauren Jones
Richa llobbs
Megan Becker
Jenny Drake
April Putnam
Katrina James

Beth Mahoney
R-achel Baker
Ashley Bile
Leah Bowland
Whitney Bushart
Kennette Cleaver
Amanda Hall
Whitney Coleman
Amanda Carter
Brooke Davis
Wendy Davis
Jenni(er Guthrie
Susan Greene
Amber Henderson
Michelle Houser
Robin Hill
Jennifer ]Qhnson
Kari Luecke
Kati Luecke
Kim Luecke
l(atie Konrad
Stephanie Minix
Raegan Morton
Ashley Olson
Emily Pyle

Stacy Stephen
Ginger Smith
Annie Walker
Ashley Wheatley
Brandy House
Annie Cruz
Sheryl Lidzy
Shawna Rushing
Leah Koster
Courtney Griffiths
Renea Renfroe
Elly Wells
Katie Wilson
l(eesha Bridgeman
Sarah Allen
Krista Germann
Summer M,oser
Shannon Ozaras
Dusti Lamb
Tara Wright
Tosha Witt
.Alissa Yalp
Tracy Buck
Mindy Burmeister
Robin Myhill

Allison Webster
Jessica Town
Anna Tate
Tiffany White
Jackie Thomas
Nikki Coulter
Lesley Havlon
Christine Brannen
Cricket Harris
I..Jeslie Patterson
Sarah Weaver
Br-ook Royer
Autumn Collins
.Blair Cavrell
Stephanie Bum
Am.anda Ross
Trina Fowler
Ashley Canipp
Robyn Orr
Lorraine McMullen
1racy Dycus
Beth Buchannan
Erica Hatch
Tina Wyatt
Beccah. Bolin
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MSU spirit needs rain check
Our View
ISSUE:

lAsT W EEKEND'S
HOMECOMING

K

T

EVENTS SUFFERED
FROM POOR
WEATHER AND
LACK OF SCHOOL

Should gay partners of
terrorist victims qualify
for the same federal aid
as husbands and wives?

SPIRIT.
POSITION:

STUDENTS NEED
TO SHOW MORE
SUPPORT FOR
UNIVERSITY
ATHLETICS AND
OTHER CAMPUS

"Yes, they
should. Are
they
American?
Are they
people?"

EVENTS.

PAM SIMMONS
senior, Mayll&l<l

" Yes, simply
because I
think it's for
a good
cause."
TODD SATTERFIELD
~. Hendetson

"Yes,
because gay
families
should be
included."
SERENITY WALUCK
SfN'IIor, Cantlfl, Ill

" Yes. They
have households and
emotional
distress like
a typical
couple."
"Yes, because
homosexuals
are as
equal as
heterosexuals
and should
receive aid."

BETTY O'NEILL.
sfN'IIor. Bardwell

The crowds were meager.
the tents were empty and the
school spirit was nonexistent
last weekend for the 200 1
Homecoming football game
and celebration.
Yes, the cold and wet conditions kept many fans from
rooting for Murray State last
weeke nd , bu t the bleak
weather and empty stands
personified the wani ng
school support among students.
For a major University,
Murray State's poor athleticgame attendance and ghostlike parking lots on the
weekends show few students
care to support their school.
Mike Young, assistant vice
pre~ident of student affairs,
remembers being on the
Murray State cheerleading
squad during the early
1980s, when Roy Stewart
Stadium was packed and the
football games were broadcast on national television.
"Students just have not
maintained the spirit surroundin g football.'' Young
said. "The allegiance to football and basketba ll games
has not been perpetuated."
Ye t school support does
not just refer to the Homecoming game 's measly
turnout of about 2,500 fans.
Murray State also gets a lot
of flack for being a "suitcase
campus," which will never
change if students continue
going home every weekend
instead of supporting events
at school and around campus.
If students do not support
Uni versity events now, they
need not bother "coming
home" in a few years
becau se there will not be
much left here to celebrate.
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"FOUR WEEKS
AFTER THE
GREATEST
TRAGEDY IN OUR
COUNTRY'S
HISTORY IS JUST
WAY TOO LONG
FOR PEOPLE TO
SEE RELIEF."

It's sad that it takes a news commentator to get relief to the victims
of the Sept. I Lterrorist attacks.
For those who are wondering, I'm
talking about the fact that it took at
lea:.t four weeks for many of the victims' fam ilies to see any kind of
assistance from charities like the
American Red Cross and the United
Way, a fact uncovered by Bill
O'Reilly on hts nightly-news analysis program. "The O' Reilly Factor."
O' Reilly started an investigation
by bringing in victims' families to
e)(plain how they had not yet
received any money.
Over the last two weeks on his
program, O'Reilly brought in at least
four family members of people
killed in the terrorist attacks. Many
of those widows and widower<; had
spouses who worked for Cantor
Fitzgerald.
You may remember its CEO,
Howard Lutnik, who appeared on
the television networks after the
attacks. crying about how he had so
many families of victims and how

this was such a tragedy.
What o·Reilly mentioned that the
press didn' t was the fact that Lutnik
cut orf all benefits to victims' ramilies at the end of September relroactive to Sept. 15 and hired two different public relations firms lo protect
his image after O' Reilly started to
ask harsh question!> about where the
benefits und money collected by
Cantor Fitzgerald were going.
Lutnik has now promised to provtdc generous financial packages to
L.he victims' familie~. but you have to
wonder what would have happened
if O' Reilly had not shared the widows' and wtdowers' stories on
national television.
The lack of quick relief has not
only been a problem in New York
corporations. but abo in America's
top two charities. the American Red
Cross and the United Way.
More than $1 billion have been
mised so far for the victims' families
acros:-. the country, and most of that
money has not found it~ way to the
people it's c;upposed to help. One-

hundred forty charities. including the
United Way and the Red Cross, are
in charge of distributing the money.
but there is no federal oversight.
Remember the United Way
telethon with all the top television
and movie stars a few weeks ago.
which raised nearly $100 million?
According to O' Reilly. hardly a
penny has gotten to L.he victims.
To give her credit, the CEO of the
Red Cross did appear on 'The Factor" at the beginning of O' Reilly's
investigation: and. the Red Cross
was one of the few or8anizations to
start giving money to victims' familte!>, albeit over four weeks after the
attacks and after O'Reilly's investigatton.
The United Way, on the other
hand. has been almost as bad as Lutnik. It would not appear until after
seveml "negotiations.'' as O' Reilly
put it.
When the head of the New York
United Way finally appeared on the
),how. he said they needed lime to
find everyone and kept trying to

dodge O' Reilly's que!>ti on~ . O' Reil·
Jy told the United Way to start getling its act together.
•
ll's sad our top two charities had
to be poked and prodded to deliver
money to those in need. President
Bu<>h needs to start a ne\\ position,
like he did on homeland defense, to
oversee charities and how they are
distributing rnoney to those in need.
Pour weeks after the greatest
tragedy in our country's history is
ju~t way too long for people to see
relief,
O' Reilly proved he has the best
news-unalysis program in the country. and he is one of the top news
analy~;t s in the country in inve!Stigat·
ing this matter and getting relief to
the victims of the terrorist attacks.
I. for one, will not donate another
penny to either the Red Cross or the
United Way until they get their acts
together.
Jason BillillRsley i-s rile news editor
for "Tile Murray State News."

• YourOpinion
Murray experienced crime,
rape before 'liquor by drink'
To the Editor:
In reading Ryan Brooks' editorial in
the Sept. 12 edition of "The News." I
became quite infuriated. I personally
cannot believe that "The Murray State
News" would allow something so inherently naive to be published.
As a resident of Murray for more than
10 years, I can positively tell you the
recent passage of "liquor by the drink"
is not the cause of the recent rape on this
campo!':. Even before the referendum

was passed. Murray experienced crime.
Just last fall there was a rape in Regents
before the referendum wa~
College
pa~sed . At least eight years ago. a man
was murdered in Calloway County before the referendum was passed. And
do you remember the vampire~;? That
happened before the referendum, too.
I do not deny the fact that alcohol may
make a bad situation worse. But if
someone is going to commit a crime.
they will do it regardless of their sobriety.
Brooks is ignoring the obvious fact s
that Murray State University and the
city of Murray experienced crime
before the referendum was passed. Even

before the passage of the referendum.
thts campus was in no way "dry." During Thursday night parties alone,
enough alcohol flows to float a ballle..,hip both now and before the referendum.
I agree with Brooks' basic principles
in that I personally do not advocate the
abuse of alcohol. nor do I advocate
crime - especially rape. My problem is
that he is exaggerating the truth to prove
his point.
In conclusion, l say this: Brooks, you
arc missing the forest for the trees. The
city of Murray and Murray State experienced crime before the passage of the
.. liquor by the drink" referendum.

Moreover. criticism such as your~ will
not insptrc people to change their way
of life.
Cheri L. Riedel
Memphis. Tenn.

Write to us
"The Murray State News" welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters
should be 300 words or fewer and must be
:signed. Contributors 5hould anclude
'address-es and phone numbers for verifica'tion. Please include hometown, classification, title or relationship to the University.
"The Murray State News" reserves the right
to edit for style. length and content.
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The show must go on

Community theater needs support
In My
Opinion

ERIN
RICHARDS

" Two
COMMUNITY
THEATERS
CLOSE THEIR
DOORS EVERY
WEEK IN THIS
COUNTRY."

An old train depot nestled in the corner of
the Murray/Calloway County Park lights up
four nights a week.
·
But the only thing this train is rolling away
with is the support and dedication of the cast.
crew and audience of a vibrant community
theater.
It's called the Playhouse in the Park, and
it's an intimate theater that provides Murray
and the University community an outlet for
acting. singing, building, playing and, most
importantly, watching and enjoying plays.
musicals and summer festivals.
Instead of opting for a movie at the Cheri
Theater last weekend, my brother and I pursued live entertainment Saturday night and
supported the "Little Shop of Horrors"' opening weekend at the Playhouse.
The .s eats are squeaky and a bit uncomfortable, the stage is a little small and the singers
were, at times. a little off-key. yet seeing the
dedication and vivacity of the cast and crew
made the experience far more rewarding than
sitting through "Serendipity" and all the other
mediocre movies out there.
Okay. so I'm a bit of a theater buff. Journalism occupies my life, but if I wasn' t doing

this I would be on stage instead. So. I figured get. and currently, the engine is running on
if I couldn't do it, I might as well watch and fumes. Dunnagan said fund raising this seasupport others doing it. However. after talk- son has been hit hard by the terrorist attacks,
ing with director Michael Dunnagan and ver- as many donations have been funneled into
ifying my suspicions of the Playhouse's com- national relief rather than local theater.
mon obscurity to the public and shoestring
Box. office sales are the only other source
budget, and learning of a recent costume of revenue, and even without a degree in
theft, I fear the theater isn1 t receiving the finance administration, I can summarize that
community support it needs to thrive.
tickets alone (which only cost S6 for stuProblem I: What is Playhouse in the Park? dents) cannot cover the yearly costs of runThe theater suffers from a bad case of the ning seven main-stage shows. Extremely
"out-of-sight. out-of-mind" mentality. Dun- affordable ticket prices mean good news for
nagan says the box. office receives numerous poor college-theatergoers. but bad news for a
calls every season from nearby residents ask- venue that relies on that money to build sets,
ing about the Playhouse's "movie schedule.'' create costumes and maintain the building.
Problem 3: Watch out for a suspiciousSo if some of the people that permanently
live around here don't know about this casu- looking trick-or-treater sporting a high-tech
al venue, 1 would assume more than a few space helmet with battery packs and tubes- it
temporary college students have not taken was stolen from the Playhouse the night
advantage of it, either.
before we watched the show. As if the PlayPeople say all the time there isn't anything house didn't have enough problems with
to do in Murray. but venues like the Play- · funding. some punk had to go steal an expenhouse prove there are entertainment options sive part of one character's costume.
Most people with morals don't steal from a
out there for ambitious social planners.
Problem 2: The Playhouse suffers from community venue for the same reason they
unpredictable funding. Fund-raising efforts don't rob the hobo of his cardboard box. or the
and box. office sales fuel the Playhouse •s bud- blind man of his seeing-eye dog. It's just not

Legalization of
liquor makes
Murray safer
In My
Opinion
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ANGIE

GREGORY

"WE HAVE
NOT CHOSEN

RAPE.
RAPISTS
CHOOSE

RAPE."

When I read Ryan Brooks' commentary last week that
stated, "We, as a campus and a community, have chosen
rape,'' I laughed.
First of all, he states that a few weeks ago was the first
time in a year he had to put a rape in the headlines of"The
Murray State News." He relates this to abuse of alcohol
and the legalization of it here in Murray. Yet. a year ago.
(legally) Murray was dry. So obviously. rape at Murray
State predates the legalization of liquor in Murray.
It's no big news flash that Murray had accessibility to
liquor before it was legalized. People could buy it in Paducah or Paris and bring it here. There's no real change
except for the fact it is much closer to go to Fifteenth and
Olive than to go to another city.
That brings up the statement Brooks made about ·•a
once safer campus." This campus is safer now than it has
ever been. in terms of alcohol issues. For students who
choose to drink, there is no longer the dark highway to
venture between Puryear and Murray. Our students are
much safer because they are closer to campus and can
avoid a long drive home.
Drinking and driving is unacceptable in any case, but
for those who choose foolishly to do so. it will not be such
a journey from Fifteenth and Olive to Regents Hall. Otherwise, we would have students driving from Paducah or
Paris. which is obviously a much longer trip. Taking
liquor out of Murray will not stop people from drinking.
It didn't before the vote.
Brooks attacks Murray's moral decisions. but based on
what? His own? That was a very unprofessional statement. Morality is relative. Looking at this issue from that
mentality. caffeine is a drug. but I'm sure only in
extremely mre cases do writers write articles attacking
their city's morality because soda is served in restaurants.
There are people who refuse to go to an establishment
simply because alcohol is served there. Although some
religions do not believe in consuming caffeine, they still
eat at places that serve soda. I've never heard anyone say.
"Well. we can •teat at McDonald •s because they serve Dr.
Pepper!" But then again, I could be wrong. Perhaps
Brooks feels this way about caffeine, too. Who knows?
Another point: Alcohol does not equal adult bookstores. Many people who enjoy pornography do not drink,
and vice versa. I doubt Murray will have pornography
stores anytime soon. But even if they did. you would have
to be an adult to enter. If you do not like adult entertainment, do not go in. The same basic principle applies to
alcohol. This is America. land of the free. If you choose
not to drink. that choice should be honored and respected
as well.
Alcohol abuse is not the issue. Alcohol abuse is the
problem. We have not chosen rape. Rapists choose rape.
We should all be concerned about rape-related issues. and
should encourage more education about how to handle
situations that lead to rape. Brooks lio;ted ~everal statistics
linking rape and alcohol. Sure, alcohol will affect your
decision-making skills. That is why it is not to be abused.
Everyone should know their own limit. Why punish the
social drinkers and those who enjoy alcohol in reas_onable
amounts?
The bottom line is that we should be more educated
about knowing our individual limits and aware of the possibility that if alcohol is abused. unsafe situations can
result. A rapist obviously has abuse issues, but they can
stem from an abuse of power, sexuality or alcohol. Other
personality flaws can lead a person to rape. so alcohol
abuse is only one factor.
Rape is wrong. but I don't think 1t is fair for Brooks to
point to alcohol consumption in Murray as the root of
rapes and other crimes. After all. it is not fair to social
drinkers who shoul~ as American adults. be able to enjoy
the freedom of choosing to have a drink in their hometown without being called rapists or supporters of rape.

Angie Gregory is a sophomore rCLdio/rv major from
Ha~t'l.
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''t'\'iSTER\OUS"CARTOONlST

right. All the actors and crew people volunteer their time to put together each show, and
stealing their equipment is really a low blow.
It's not just internal problems that could
l~ad to the demise in all community theaters.
The arts were once thought of as the heart and
soul of a community. but our modem society's fascination with technologicallyadvanced visual and electronic :.timulants
threatens traditional theater. Because of lack
of support, two community theaters close
their doors every week in this country. Dunnagan said.
But we, as college students and Murray residents, can help. Buy a ticket. See a show.
Support the local Playhouse where your. fel low students are performing and working.
Support cultural enrertainment in a town
seemingly cut off from avenues in the tine
arts. Support the local venue that hosts youth
drama programs and workshops.
And while you're there, enjoy the show.

Erin Richards is the opinion ediror for "The
Murray State News."
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Alcohol scapegoat; takes heat
for individuals' poor decisions
In My
Opinion

LEE
COURSEY

" I REALIZE
ALCOHOL
CONSUMPTION
IS, AND ALWAYS
WILL BE, A
HANGING
POINT FOR
SOME PEOPLE."

Propaganda. There's propaganda everywhere. A war
is going on. Our government needs our support so
they're spreading propaganda to keep us in support of
the effort.
Unfortunately. we're seeing propaganda in places it
doesn't really belong. Last week "The News'" own
Ryan Brooks wrote an opinion piece condemning
'liquor by the drink' in Murray and insinuated, knowingly or not, that it had something to do with the rape
charges broughr against a Murray State student in September.
Let's look at the facts. The person named in the rape
charges wa~ not of legal drinking age. and there was no
indication in the police report on the incident that alcohol was even involved. So what we're left with is a stupid. horny. college student, with the emphasis on "stupid."
He may have been drunk. He may have had something to drink at one of our local establishments. I can't
prove he didn't. What I can prove is Brooks wrote an
article about how we need to wake up and see what's
happening without any evidence that he's even close to
what happened.
We're just now halfway through the first of two
semesters in the collegiate year. and already people are
predicting the end of the world from the fifth horseman
riding the Budweiser Clydesdale.
Ler's have a reality check. I realize alcohol consumption is, and will always be, a hanging point for some
people. We all know there will always be stories of
drunken drivers who have killed innocent people or
have drunk their lives away and ended up on the street.
The reality of the situation is they don't have to end up
that way. and it wasn't the alcohol's fault.
Quit looking for a scapegoat. Let's face the fact that
not everyone is responsible. and some people are just
plain weak. They give in too easily. That doesn't mean
the rest of us who can be responsible should give up our
freedoms to account for the lowest-common denominator.

To give you an example of the absurdity of this logic
I'll apply it to the American pastime: baseball.
We go to the Murray State Thoroughbreds (symbolizing the responsible drinkers in this pamble) baseball
game and watch the team win. Rufus (our drunk who
always starts fights and pushes his luck with the ladies)
hao; a bad knee and a broken hip and wants to play baseball real bad.
Rufus' friends don't stop him, and he hobbles our on
to the field, steps up to bat. swings and falls. hitting the
catcher square in the knee with the bat and ruining both
the catcher's career and his own chances of walking.
So, following the logic of the anti-alcohol contingent.
we simply remove the game of baseball entirely, and no
one plays. If they want to play they can drive south to
the game in Puryear. Tenn.
Brooks offers a lot of statistics to support his claims.
As best I can tell. only one of the statistics he offers or
makes reference to have any correlation to the story.
Brooks says that 50-90 percent of acquaintnnce rapes at
colleges involve alcohol, a huge difference in any statistical study.
What I can give you is personal experience. I grew up
in a town much like Murray, bur without the traffic of
9,500 students. Russellville wenr 'wet' in or around
1983. Having just visited the town this past weekend, I
am happy to say there are no XXX Bookstores on any of
our street comers, there are no strip joints and there are
no problems with hidden betting parlors. illegal prostitution rings or any other deviant behavior you can offer.
The churches are still packed on Sunday morning. and
the way of life is largely unaffected. The only difference
between 'wet' and not 'wet' is the fact that of-age citizens such as myself can buy and consume alcohol if we
so choose.

Lee Coursey is a junior marketi11g major from Rus·
selville.
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IFC rules against Signla Phi Epsilon freshmen rushees
fRESHMEN
· JoRDON GoLL
AND M ICHAEL
McGRtEVY oF
ST. CHARLES,
' Ill. WILL NOT
BE ALLOWED
TO JOIN
SIGMA PHI
EPSILON THIS
SEMESTER,
AND THE
FRATERNITY
WAS FINED

$300.

BY JASON BILLINGSLEY
NEWS EDITOR

The Interfraternity Council voted
6-3 not to allow freshmen Jordon
Gall and Michael McGrievy of St.
Charles, Ill., into Sigma Phi Epsilon
and defeated an appeal on the issue
at its weekly meeting Tuesday.
Goll and McGrievy joined Sig Ep
as first-semester freshmen in violation of the IFC Constitution.
After learning of the infraction.
the IFC judicial board found Sig Ep
guilty on Oct. 9 and instructed Sig
Ep to release Goll and McGrievy
and fined the fraternity $300.
Brett Keohan. IFC vice president,
said Sig Ep violated the IFC Constitution by taking two first-semester
freshmen who had not completed at
least 12 credit hours with a 2.2 GPA.
"Everything set aside, the Sig
Ep's admitted they took two firstsemester freshmen -period," Keohan said. "ll was in direct violation
of that rule {in the IFC Constitution), and that's why the J -Board

found them guilty."
R yan Shelton, Sig Ep representative, said the fraternity argued in the
appeal that charges were delivered
19 days after the offense had been
committed. thus violating the IFC's
statute of limitations. which states
charges must be brought within
seven days.
"We're not talking about missing
it by a day or two: we're talking
about nearly a three-week period to
find these guys." Shehan said.
"With a conserted effort ... 19 days
is an adequate time to find this. Our
list was turned in at the right time
with everyone else's."
Eric Espey, Alpha Sigma Phi IFC
representative, was one of the three
judicial board members who voted
to convict the Sig Eps of the violations. While he voted to convict the
Sig Eps, he did cite several ''significant arguments" in their favor, one
being the seven-day statute of limitations.
"1 was pretty reluctanl to lind
them guilty since charges were

brought up after the deadline,''
Espey said.
The Sig Eps also objected to a
potential conflict of interest with the
charges. Those charges were
brought by IFC President Daniel
Ballard, a member of Lambda Chi
Alpha. who also sat o n the judicial
board that convicted the Sig Eps.
In addition, the Sig Eps argued
that the lFC constitution provides
only .for fraternities, not individuals
like Ballard. to bring charges against
another fraternity.
Ballard said he was separating
himself from his fraternity and representing the IFC as president when
he brought the charges.
Shelton said the IFC constitution
states anyone with a potential conflict of interest should be removed
from a decision on the matter.
"What (the constitution) does is
set a precedent that anyone involved
in the charges who is on (the IFC
Executive Council) needs to be
replaced,'' Shelton said. ''Someone
else could have brought these

charges. but they were brought by a
Lambda Chi with a Lambda Chi on
the (IFC judicial) board."
IFC Public Relations Chair
Richard Rowland said Ballard's
capacity as IFC president allowed
him to bring the charges.
"He's our president; I think he has
the right to give any stipulations to
punish whomever because he's our
president,'' Rowland said.
Espey said he felt the IFC constitution did not set a precedent for all
officers; but only for the vice president because he is abo the judicial
board chair.
The S ig Eps also objected to what
they perceived as incorrect evidence
brought before the board. ffaternity
members said they rurned in their
list of new members to IFC Adviser
Jim Saurer' s office on Oct. 2, the
day it was due, contrary 'IO accusations.
The Sig Eps also disputed an
accusation that one of the freshmen's parents had objected to his
joining a fraternity. J im Saurer said

he received a call from the Student
Affairs office thac Gall 's mother had
called about his involvement in Sig
Ep.
Conversely, fraternity members said
parents of both students wrote in suppan of their sons joining Sig Ep. Sig
Ep produced that letter, dated the day
after th¢ judicial board decision, at the
appeal.
The IFC voted 6-2 against the appeal
after Ballard srepped down from his
official position so he could participate
in the arguments.
Shelton :.aid after the meeting Sig
Ep was disappointed with the decision,
but will continue to be a part of IFC.
"We're very d isappointed with the
decision: we feel the J-Board was in
clear violation of the constitution,''
Shelton said. " As far as taking firstsemester freshmen. we did not o nly
what our national chapter a llows,
but encourages. But with that being
said, we will respect the decision
that the IFC body made today and
we will continue to be a positive,
contributing force to the IFC."
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2001-02 Who's Who Among
Students in American
• Events will take place at
7 p.m. In the dance lounQe.

Colleges and·Universities

• Rame tickets on sale all
UJ., ..,., on the 2.1U! noor or

Come rock with the Gams to benefit
juvenile diabetes research

www. thenews.org

Eligibi Iity:
3.0 GPA; Graduating in December 2001,
May or August 2002; Demonstrated
Campus and Community Leadership and
Involvement.
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This Week

BY EMILY BLACK
COllEGE liFE EDITOR

With all the new
· restaurants opening in Mur. there is stiU one place
', n town that combines modday food with an old-

206.
•Book Sale- 8 a.m. to
5 p.m., Curris Center

Chair

ii;liilili'~, time-dir;;~ ~~~- 20, A & W
and Long John Silver's
opened in Murray and
began serving items such as
root beer, coney dogs. fish
and shrimp. Although the
combination of such food
items may sound unusual to
some, the idea of ftsh and
root beer has been a very
popular one in Murray.
"The first couple of weeks
we were slammed," Christie
Hall, manager of A & W and
Long John Silver's, said.
"Now things have begun to
level off some."
Hickman said Murray's A & Wand Long John
Silver's is different from
others because it is only
one of six stores that are
both co-brand and franchises in the nation. Although
there are other A & W and
Long John Silver's combined in one building. most are still run
as separate restaurants; however, the
Murray location is run together as one
restaurant.
The A & W portion of the restaurant
serves items such as root beer floats,
chili cheese fries, cheeseburgers and
olher sandwiches. The Long John Silver's portion of the restaurant serves
items such as fish, shrimp, chicken and
hushpuppies .

• saturday
•Exam- PCAT, 8
a.m., Ordway HaU
room 206.

• sunday
•Bible Study- 9 a.m.,
University Church of
ChrisL
•Bible Study- Chi
Alpha, 9:15 a.m.,
Elizabeth
College
back lobby. Rides to
the church of your
• choice afterward.

..

• monday
•RCA-Residential
College Association
meeting, 5 p.m., Curris Center Barkley
Room.
•Ultimate Frisbee- 6
• p.m.,
Intramural
• Field.

•CABCampus
Activities
Board
meeting, 4:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Tennessee Room.
•SGA"Drink
Think,"
alcohol~
awareness program, 8
p.m., Freed Curd
Auditorium.

• wednesday
•Exam- ACT-R, 8
a.m., Curris Center
Small Ballroom.
•SGA- Student Government Association
Student Senate meeting, 5 p.m., Curris
Center
Barkley
Room.
•Greek Event- All
Greek Assembly, 7
p.m., Lovett Auditorium.

ASSISTANT COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR: SCOTT GIBSON
PHONE:

762-.4480
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Restaurant duo aHracts students

FaD Break
•Exam- CLEP, 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
Ordway Hall room

Rocking
Lounge.

COLLEGE l iFE EDITOR: EMilY BlACK

Murray, along with A & Wand Long John Silver's restaurants in Paducah, Paragould, Ark., Verona, Wis., New
Albany, Ind., and Farmington, Mo., are the only stores to
serve items from both restaurants at one counter.
Hickman said Paducah has the No. I store in the nation.
Although the Murray location only opened approximately two
months ago, it already has become the No. 4 store in the
nation.
"Because Paducah is the No. 1 store now, it really sets the
standard for us," Hickman said.
According to www .longjohnsilvers.com, the A & W and
Long John Silver•s restaurants are subsidiaries of Yorkshire
Global Restaurants. which was created when A & W and
Long John Silver's merged in September l 999. The combined
companies operate more than 2,270 restaurants in 47 states
and 22 countries.
Hickman said Murray was picked as a location for an A &
Wand Long John Silver's restaurant because of the University.
"Our owner picked this location because of the college campus and because it is just a good area," Hickman said.
Hickman said the A & W and Long John Silver's store
seeks to be involved with the University as much as possible.
It has sponsored contests and coupons and bas stayed open
late for special events on campus such as the K-Ci and Jo Jo
concert on Sept. 28.
"We are trying to get more interactive with Murray State
University and the students through contests and coupons,"
Hickman said. "We were able to participate in the University's parade and that was really nice."
.
Students have had mixed reactions when it comes to the A &
Wand Long John Silver's restaurant.
"l thought they had really good food," Greg Wurth, senior
from Paducah, said...But the service has been somewhat disorganized every time that I've been."
Although students may enjoy the food at A & W and Long
John Silver's, some are having a hard time getting used to
having another choice when it comes to fast-food fish.
"I've really liked their food. but I just can't get used to there
being a place to get fish in Murray besides Captain D's,''
Sandi Hall, freshman from Benton. said.
Hickman said she hopes students continue to come to A &
W and Long John Silver's and keep them in mind when
choosing a restaurant in this area.
Said Hickman: "We just want everyone to know that we
support the campus and the community."

Carin Peterson/The News

A customer pays for his meal at the new A & W and Long
John Silver's restaurant, located just off of Hwy. 121.

Business offers cotnputer help
BY KYSER LOUGH
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

For students, computer help has not
always been easy to find in Murray. This
will change when Ivaylo Bozhilov, international business major from Bulgaria, opens
his computer business, United Conceptions.
on Monday.
United Conceptions is a multi-function
business that will handle just about anything
related to computers and electronics. including web design and hardware installation.
Bozhilov also is interested in providing

software trainiq.g for anyone who w~ a
better understanding of computer programs,
such as Microsoft Word.
Bozhilov has expressed particular interest
in tutoring in order to provide average students with a more thorough understanding
of programs they use every day.
"I would probably take advantage of the
tutoring; it would help when I would have to
type papers," Kessa Hurt, freshman from
Bruceton, Tenn., said.
Bozhilov ftrst envisioned United Conceptions when he came to America. For ftve
years he had run a similar business in Bul-

garja, and he wanted to try it out here.
.
"Competition was very high in my country,'' Bozhilov said. "There is a much better
environment for business here." He has
already Lrademarked his company in Murray
and is in the process of getting his business
license. He has also developed a business
strategy to ensure his business's success.
"United Conceptions will offer services at
low, competitive prices that should be
affordable to students," Bozhilov said. "It
will work on any kind of computer except
Macintosh and hopes to assist the Murray
State University computer labs in any prob-

!ems the~ have :-vith their computers."
Bozhifov said the business will make
house calls.
"I will come to the students' room and fix
their computers at no extra charge. or they
can bring the computers in," Bozhilov said.
Anyone interested in tutoring or working
for Bozhilov is welcome to call or stop by.
He also is looking for a secretary. United
Conceptions is located at 1624 Hamilton
Ave, which is across the street from Faculty
Hall. Business hours are 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.,
and Bozhilov can be reached by telephone at
753-4370.

Women's Center promotes awareness
BY EMILY BLACK
COLlEGE LIFE EDITOR AND

MARLIE SAWYER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Although the month of October - National
Domestic Violence Awareness Month - is
quickly coming to an end, the Women's Center still has many ongoing events to raise
awareness among Murray State students and
the community.
National Domestic Violence Awareness
Month is a time for people to become aware
of domestic violence both nationally and in
Kentucky.
According to a study released by the Kentucky Domestic Violence Association, more
than 2.000 women, 2.000 children and 12
men sought protection in Kentucky shelters
because of domestic violence in 1999. The
study also found thal more than 28,000 violence-related calls were received by the end

of 1999.
"Mainly, people need to attend these sessions to educate themselves and show support
for the victims of abuse," Erin Ketterer,
junior from Louisville, said.
On Oct. 17, the Women· s Center sponsored
a Coffee House and Open Mic Night in Ordway Hall. The event was held as an informal
gathering for anyone interested in sharing
poetry, music or stories.
The Women's Center also has many
upcoming events to educate students about
domestic violence.
At 6:30 p.m. Oct. 22 in the Curris Center
Theater, the Women's Center will sponsor
"Breaking the Silence: Journeys of Hope."
This event will feature an hour-long video
that tells the stories of women who have spoken up about domestic abuse and contains
interviews with domestic abuse survivors and
experts.
On Oct. 27. the Women's Center will dis-

tribute lists of items to assist wilh Lhe current
needs of Women Aware and the Transitional
Home in Calloway County. These organizations assist victims of domestic violence in
our area. The lists will be available in the
Women's Center office.
At 6:30p.m. Oct. 29, the Women's Center
will hold a panel discussion titled "Multi-Disciplinary Response to Domestic Violence."in
the Curris Center Theater. The panel will be
comprised of both Murray State professors
and local professionals who have worked
with the victims of domestic violence. .Panelists will include Renae Duncan. psychology
department chair, Brenda Foster, Rape Crisis
Center counselor, John Knight, Murray police
chief and Carolyn Stubblefield from the
Women Aware program.
In addition to the events of National
Domestic Violence Awareness Month, Lhe
Women's Center is also sponsoring a class
that stresses the importance of assertiveness.

An Assertiveness Training Group will take
place from 12:30 to 1:45 p.m. on Thursdays
in room 301 in Ordway Hall.
The Assertiveness Training Group shows
individuals new ways to communicate
through effective body language and selfconfidence.
"One of the benefits of the program is it
really helps people enhance confidence and
self-esteem." Jane Etheridge, counselor and
director of the Women's Center, said.
In addition to the events planned for
National Domestic Violence Awareness
Month, the Women's Center is also sponsoring the Purple Ribbon Campaign that allows
members of the community to show their support for the victims and survivors of domestic
violence.
For more information about National
Domestic Violence Awareness Month and the
events surrounding it, contact the Women's
Center at 762-3140.

• editor's note
• thursday
•Cinema Interna·
tional- "Ressources
Humaines ("Human
Resources")," 7:30
p.m., Curris Center
Theater. Free admis·
sion.
•Reading- Joe Ashby
Porter, 7:30 p.m.,
Pogue Library.
•Performance- MSU
Symphony Orchestra,
8 p.m., Lovett Auditorium. Free admission.
To post information
in the calendar call
762-4480 or fax it to
762-3175.

,....,..
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The premise of our new comic sLrip, "Keelhaul," revolves around the lives of three pirates: Sea-Dog, Fop and the Captain. After realizing their pirate ways would only
take them so far, they decided to pursue higher education at Murray State University, where they soon learned that pillaging landlubbers was nothing compared to
midterms, parking troubles and Wmslow.

KEELHAUL

\U

I~

Get Out

8
TopFive

Playhouse performs 'horrors'

•
•mustc
1. Ja Rule - "Pain is Love"

2. J ay-Z - ''The Blueprint"
3. E nya - "A Day Without Rain"
4. Alicia K eys - "Songs in A

BY EMILY BLACK
COLLEGE liFE EDITOR

Romance, music and a man-eating plant
have all come to Murray with the Playhouse
in the Park's production of "Little Shop of
Up"
Source: Associated Press Horrors."
"It's great." Camilla Bucldngbam, sophomore from O' fallon, Ill., said. ''I like performing this play. J did this play when I was
in high school, but this gives me the opportunity to perform onstage and in a starring
role."
"Little Shop of Horrors" portrays the story
of Seymour. a down-on-his-luck floral assistant whose life turns around when he discov1. Trainin g Day
ers an exotic singing plant. However, the
Starring Denzel Washington and
story turns deadly when Seymour discovers
Ethan Hawke
his new plant. Audrey II. has a strange taste
2. Bandits
for
meat.
Starring Bruce Willis and Billy
As Audrey II continues to grow, Seymour
Bob Thornton
begins to have trouble finding food for the
3. Corky Romano
plant and bas to move beyond his local
Starring Chris Kattan
butcher to satisfy the plant's appetite. Things
4. Seren dipity
become even more complicated for Seymour
Starring John Cusack and Kate
Beckinsale
when Audrey J1 reveals itself as an alien
5. Don't Say A Word
poised for planet domination.
Starring Michael Douglas and
"Little Shop of Horrors" also features a
Oliver Platt
romantic twist as Seymour attempts to get
Source: Associated Press the attention of Audrey, the love of his life.
"Little Shop of Horrors" was written by
Howard Ashman with music by Alan
Menken. The play has been one of the
1. J.K. Rowling - "Harry Potter longest-running off-Broadway shows of all
and the Sorcerer's Stone"
time. The play was originally produced by
2. J .K. Rowling - "Harry Potter
the WPA T~eatre at the Orpheum Theatre in
and the Prisoner of Azkaban"
3. J ames Patterson - "Roses are New York City.
"Little Shop of Horrors" gained national
Red"
recognition when Roger Corman developed a
4. J onat han F ranzen- "The
a mm version of the play featuring actors
Corrections"
5. Nicholas Sparks - "A Bend in Rick Moranis and Steve Martin.
The cast for "Little Shop of Horrors"
the Road"
Source: Associated Press includes Stephen Keene as the voice of
Audrey II, Buckingham as Audrey, Adam
Mocaby as Seymour and Kris Rommel as the
Audrey II puppeteer. Other cast members
include students and Murray residents.
The play is staged and directed by Michael
Dunnagan, with choreography by Kelly Dun·
Photo courtesy of Playhouse in the Park
h ttp:/fwww.despair.com ~
nagan. Sets are by Lawrence Knutson and
Tired of all those motivational
costumes are by Deborah Knutson. In addi- Playhou se in the Park will perform "'Little Shop of Horrors" this weekend with a cast
posters hanging up in the office?
tion to serving as the voice of Audrey II, and crew com p lied of local residents.
Counteract with posters and
Horrors" is rated PG for minor language.
Stephen Keene also handles the musical since then it's just continued to gel better."
plaques from despair.com. With
"Little
Shop
of
Horror~··
will
be
performed
Ticket prices for the play are $8 for adults,
direction for "Little Shop of Horrors."
such slogans as "Failure: When
at
7:30
p.m
Thursdays
and
8
p.m.
Fridays
$7
for seniors. $6 for students and $5 for
"We only had about four weeks to
Your Best Just lsn't Good
and
SaturdayA;
through
Oct.
27
nt
the
Playrehearse, but everything just came together
children. TickefS may be purchased by callEnough," these demotivators are
on opening night," Buckingham said. "Ever house in the Park in Murray. "Little Shop of ing the reservation line at 759- 1752.
sure to please. ·
Minor"
S. Nickelba ck - "Silver Side

•movies

• books

•website of the week

e\..
Coupon

uodno~

TEQVI.;tAI

M ex ican Resta u ran t
Coupon

uodno~

Coupon

uodno~

Best .Margaritas in

town:
Top Shelf .Margarita
Texas .Margarita
Strawberry .Margarita
Blue .Margarita

~

=
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t

~

A Personal Approach to Alcohol
Speaker Rick Barnes discusses the real-life
decisions that every student faces. Drjnk Tbjnk
is a fun and interac~ive, yet serious' discussion
about alcohol consumption.

~ October 23rd · Freed Curd Auditorium
~

=
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Road Trip
So you crammed all week,
took that last test and collapsed in a tired heap in your
donn room. Don't let your
weekend suffer. All you need
is semi-reliable transportation, gas money and the sheer,
unadulterated will to have a
good time ...

•around town
Don't feel like getting out this
weekend? Pick up a copy of
"The Weekly Dank." The
newest (underground) publication to hit Murray State offers
an alternative insight to campus
happenings.

•1hour drive
Paducah - Visit the Talon Falls
Haunted Scream Park this
weekend. Take 1-24 to exit 7.
Park your car at the Wes t Kentucky Technical College one
mile west on Highway 62. The
frights start at dusk Friday and
continue through Sunday.

• 2 hour drive
Nashville - Help the Salvation
Army Relief Fund by visiting
the Country Freedom Concert
at 7 p .m. Sunday in the Gaylord Entertainment Center. Performers include George Strait.
Alan Jackson. Martina
McBride, Sarah Evans. Clint
Black and Charlie Daniels.
Tickets start at $25 .

• 3 hour drive
Kansas City. Mo. - "School's
Out" for Fall Break. Now is the
chance to see Alice Cooper perform at the Freaker's Ball at the
Kansas City International Raceway. The show s tarts at 5 p.m.
Friday. Tickets are $20.

SPORTS EDITOR: JUSTIN MCGill
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MSU students deserve
better product to support
Struggles against teams such as
Eastern Kentucky and Tenne~see
Tech. nine-game losing streaks and
overtime excitemem are all things that
have occurred this season i~ Murray
State athletics. For some teams things
are looking good. and for others this
sea<;on is looking dismal.

FootbaU

KEVIN
THOMAS

"WHY

ARE WE

NOT PLAYING A

The guidance that seniors (JJ. Fauerbach, Trena F"1Sh and Jessica Wood)
are giving this team will pay huge dividends down the road. Success for the
volleybaJl program is only a year or
two away.

Soccer
While the media is giving a lot of
attention to the football team, the soccer team looks to be a squad that
deserves more than they are receiving.
This team is the real deal. They are
good and a lot of fun to watch as well.
I have attended two home games this
season, and, while I will admit I know
almost nothing about soccer, this team
makes the sport fun to watch. Coach
Mike Minielli knows how to coach,
and that has been proven by the success of this team. which is only in its
second year of play.
Sophomores Lindsey Gustafson and
Brooke Lenclci provide the leadership
and skill this team needs. The addition
of star freshman Theresa Reedy to the
squad leaves the Racers looking good
for years to come.
Ryan Brooks/The News

REALLY GOOD

Basketball

TEAM IN

Switching gears to what is to come,
the MSU men's basketball schedule
was recently released. While first
perusing through the schedule, ( was
content with the competition the Racers will be playing this season, but
upon further review ( saw we have a
joke schedule. I kept asking myself
this question: When are we going to
play some good teams?
Most other smaller Division l
schools play at least one money game.
Heck, our football team is playing two
this year, so why are we not playing a
really good team in basketball this season? Other Ohio Valley Conference
teams are playing quality opponents.
Don't believe me? Just look at this
quick glance of other OVC schedules.
Eastern Kentucky is playing both
Memphis and Louisville. Austin Peay
is playing Memphis and Oklahoma
State. Eastern Illinois is playing Oklahoma and Ohio State. Morehead is
playing Kentucky and VanderbiJt.
SEMO is playing St. Louis University
and Vanderbilt. UT~Martin will play
Missouri, Ole Miss and Memphis.
Tennessee State plays UNLV, Kansas
State, Houston and Louisville. Last but
not least. Tennessee Tech plays Tennessee, New Mexico State, Louisville
and Air Force.
So, J know you are full of excitement on who our very own Racers will
play this season. Well, wipe away the
sweat from anticipation: here we go.
The Racers will play Florida. No wait,
they play Western Florida. Colorado is
also on the Racers' schedule. No, not
the Buffaloes of Colorado, but Colorado-Colorado Springs. Last but not
least to highlight our schedule is Tennessee. No, not that Tennessee, Tennessee of Chattanooga.
Don't get me wrong; we do play
some good schools, just not many
good basketball schools. Conference
USA's University of Alabama-B.irmingham and football powerhouse - not
basketball powerhouse - Virginia
Tech are both on the schedule. And if
the Racers win a game in a toumament, they may get the chance to play
Louisville. These are all games that
hig)\light the Racers' schedule this
season. Excited? Yeah, I can almost
sense your inability to stay in your seat
from excitement.
Maybe those who scheduled the
games are right: The Racers don't
need to play any really good teams this
year because we just lost our star player from last season, Isaac Spencer.
Plus, beating a team such as GardnerWebb on Jan. 5 will be so much more
impressive. Year after year, the Racers
would advance to the NCAA Field of
64 and then lose to a quality opponent
But maybe if we would play some
quality opponents before March Madness, we would be a better team.
The women's schedule was also
recently released by the athletic
department They too are not playing
any really tough teams this year, but
there is a difference in the schedule.
Year after year, the men compete for
the Ohio Valley Conference championship. The women, however, have
struggled the pa'it few years. and for
them to play against teams such as the
University of Tennessee or Vanderbilt
would be of no advantage to them.
I love MSU athletic:.. I really do. I
go to all the basketball games, l attend
football games when we have them,
and I enjoy watching the soccer
games. But I feel for more students to
support these teams, there is going to
have to be a better product on the field
or a better opponent on the opposing
:;ide.

BASKETBALL

Volleyball
Another MSU athletic team that has
• been struggling this season is the MSU
volleyball team. They, however, have
recemly shown signs of life. A two::game winning streak was halted Fri:: day night. but the Racers are fighting
: : in the games they lose. This team actu: • ally tights for wins and doesn't just c;it
• back and get demolished. This team is
:young, and the wins it is earning will
• help build for next year.
• The volleyball team may have struggled early on, but it has grown
throughout the season and will be a
very tough team to beat next sea,on.

Kevin Thomas is assistant sports editor for "The Murray State News."

Murray State senior safety Jeremy Davis tackles Eastern Kentucky running back C.J. Hudson during the Racers' 21-13
loss Saturday. Davis recorded five unassisted tackles in the game and is the co-team leader In tackles this season with 33.

Colonels spoil Racers' homecoming
BY JUSTIN M cGILL
SPORTS EDITOR

A bad bounce, a blocked punt
and an interception, all in the
span of two minutes and 12 seconds, swayed momentum enough
for Eastern Kentucky to defeat
Murray State 21-13 Saturday.
Like last week's 15-12 loss at
Tennessee Tech, the Racers
drove within the 20-yard line on
more than one occasion early in
the game, but could not come
away with touchdowns.
Head Coach Joe Pannunzio
said the defense has much
improved over last season and
did its job against the Colonels.
but the offense is still not producing.Jike it should be.
"Obviously. our defense is
playing good enough for us to
win." Pannunzio said. "Our
offense is perplexing to me
because we should be better than
what we are. We're not productive enough to get it done."
Murray State's defense forced
EKU to punt on each of its possessions in the first half. The
Racers punted on their flrst two
possessions but put the first
points of the game on the board
on their third drive on a 37-yard
field goal by sophomore kicker
Shane Andrus.
Junior running back Garner
Byars gave the Racers another
red-zone opportunity early in the
second quarter with a 48-yard
run that ended at the EKU 20yard line. Three plays later, however, sophomore quarterback
Stewart Childress threw his first
interception of the night, ending
the drive. Later in the quarter,
MSU drove to the 3-yard line,
but once again came away with a
field goal by Andrus.
"We're snakebit right now,"
Pannunzio said. "If you look at
us on offense right now. we're
still not in sync for whatever reason. We're not getting the ball in
the end zone, and when you don't
do that you're going to have a
hard time winning."
After EKU's offense was
stopped at the start of the :.econd
half, MSU's offense was forced
to punt. Junior punter Brian
Bivens' kick landed near midfield but took a bad bounce all
the way back to the Racers· 33yard line. Six plays later, Colonel
running back Chuck Marks
scored on a 7-yard run. giving
EKU a 7-6 lead.

The Colonels forced another
punt on MSU's next drive.
Bivens' attempt was blocked and
recovered in the end zone by
EKU safety Yeremiah Bell.
"Brian is taking way too long,"
Pannuntio said...The factors of
the rain and inclement weather
might have something to do with
that, but you've got to get it out
of there. The only good thing
about that is that I'm the special
teams coach, and I can't fire
myself.''
On the Racers' next possession. Childress completed pa'lses
of 22 and 13 yards to senior
receiver Michael Slater, giving
the Racers the ball near midfield.
On the fifth play of the drive,
Childress completed a pass to
junior receiver Marcus Christon.
who appeared to be tackled just
past the 50-yard line. However,
the ball came loose and was
caught and returned for a touchdown by EKU linebacker Justen
Rivers.
Pannunzio .said the referees,
despite doing their job well this
season, made an obvious mistake.
"That wasn't the only thing
because we dido· t play good
enough on offense, but the referees have to be accountable. too,"
Pannunzio said. ''When it's blatant like that, something needs to
be done. I don't want to sound
like a crybaby. because that wasn't the play that beat us, but I've
had enough of having to put up
with that kind of stuff."
Murray State's offense did
genemte a touchdown late in rhe
game. A five-play, 45-yard drive
ended with a 17-yard touchdown
catch by Christon. The Racers
had two more opportunities to
score after that, but Childress
completed only two of his final
eight pass attempts for nine
yards. Pannunzio said the ineptitude of the offense should be
blamed on a combination of
things.
"I don't think it was Stewart all
the way,'' Pannunzio said. "The
weather conditions were tough.
Some throws he hit guys in perfect stride and they dropped it.
There were times when our protection went down. It's a combination of everybody."
Childress completed 20 of 51
pass attempts for 228 yards.
Christon caught five passes for
60 yards, and Slater had live
receptions for 56 yards.

Ryan Brook~The News

Murray State freshman receiver Leonard Nutter tries to catch a pass
O\'tr an Eastern Kentucky defender during MSU's 21-131oss Saturday.
Junior receiver Trnvb Lueck, that the Racers have lost their
who had four receptions and a tirst two OVC games of the seagame-high 76 receiving yards, :.on. Pannunzio said the lo'>s will
said the offense is not playing the make it more difficult for MSU
type of game it needs to play to win a conference champiinside the 20-yard line.
onship.
''We've been getting away
"I think our conference is betfrom what we've done in 1he past ter this year than it was last
in the red wne, which i!-1 using a year," PannunliO said. " I think
whole bunch of linemen und our we're belter. Unfortunately. so is
big backs and just pounding it everyone else."
in," Lueck said. ·That's what we
One of those improved conferneed to start doing. and it's what ence foes is Southeast Missouri,
we're going to start doing.''
who lost I :!-0 Saturday to preseaThe Racers· defense continued son OVC favorite Eastern Illiits improved play Saturday, nois. MSU plays SEMO <ll I p.m.
allowing only 134 total yards Saturday in Cape Girardeau, Mo.
against EKU.
Pannunzio said the Racers·
"What we're building on is the defense must prove that it can
foundation of what we have to :-;top a -.trong passing auack
have, and that's great defense," against the Indians.
Pannunzio said. "We need to
"They throw the football a lot,"
learn how to win games when we Pannunzio said. "I think we've
play great defense, and we don't proven that we can do a preuy
know how to do that yet."
good job against the run. I. don't
The loss drop~ MSU's Ohio think we've really been te:;ted in
Valley Conference record to 0-2 . the passing garne, so it will be a
marking the first time since I Y92 good test for our defense,"

Women's tennis successful despite rain at MTSU
BY STEPHANIE ELDER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Murray State women's tennis
team competed last weekend in the
Middle Tennessee State Fall Invitational. Foul weather forced tournament officials to move all matches
for the 15 teams indoors on only
four couns. Despite those setbacks.
Murray State was able to perform
well at the next-to-last tournament
of the fall season.
In singles play, sophomore Melissa Spencer made it to the quarterfinals after beating Ball State's
Melissa Roach 6-4. 1·6.
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•·J think the team handled the
weather .~ituation well, and considering tbe circumstances. we played
good." Spencer said.
Junior Annette Steen also
advanced to the quarterfinals, beating Jacksonville State's Heather
Miller, 6-2. 5-7 and 10-7 in the tiebreak game.
Freshman Jaclyn Leeper also
began the tournament on a strong
foot. defeating Belmonl's Starr
StetTner 6-0, 6-2.
Head Coach Connie Keasling was
pleased with the way the team
played in the singles rounds but was
disappointed with the doubles.

t?-
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··we d1d not compete well in doubles; it wns not what we are capable
of," Kea.sling said.
The doubles play was not as successful as the singles play. but
proved 'to be a learning experience.
Senior Maria Alonte and Steen beat
hmie Aid and Kristina Mukhisyun
of Belmont 8-0. However, that was
the only win for the team in doubles.
"We use the first two tournaments
to learn our strengths and weaknesse~ so that we can make adjustments
for this weekend and go in and be
solid," Keasling said.
The fall season also serves as a

-.......
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time to prepare for the spring season
and find out the strengths and weaknesses of the team. With la~t weekend's tournament. the team gained
practice and was nble to get a
glimpse of the competition they will
be up agamst in the OVC regular
spring season.
''You play the full season because
it helps the players' games and
develop~ all areas,'' Keasling said.
Senior Kerry-Lea Glass injured
her wrist in a previous tournament
and did not compete at Middle Tennessee. Glass will reJoin her teammate') this weekend at the Memphis
Fall Invitational.

•••••
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Travit Lueck,
BJOOke Lendd
Travis Lueck
Brooke Lenc. are in this
eek's Racer
SportU gl:lt.

llf:t.

Soccer opens conference play
with loss to Eastern Ulinols

Lueck, junior

~~, hada

fb;ak-out day

against Eastern
Kentucky With 4
tches for 76
total yards.
Lueck on the
ason has <:aught

seven passes for a
total of 108 yards
and is averaging
15.4 yards per
catch .
Lencki, sophomore forwar<J.,
scored the soccer
ream's lone goal
against Eastern
Illinois in the Racers' OVC opener.
The goal, Lenc.ki's
third of the season, sent the
gctme into overtime.
Lencki also Jed
the team in shots,
with four. Lencki's goal came at
the 85:10 mark of
the second half.

The soccer team opened Ohio Valley
Conference play with a 2-1 loss last Friday
at two-time defending OVC regular-season
champion Eastern illinois University.
The game was scoreless through the
entire first hall and was heading to overtime when EIU's Cara Lemaster scored to
give the Panthers a 1.{) lead at the 83:57
mark of the second half.
The duo of sophomore forward Brooke
l.encki and sophomore midfielder Lindsey
Gustafson helped the Racers tie the score at
1-1, just 73 seconds later. Lencki scored the
goal on the play, her third of the season,
and Gustafson added the assist, her fourth
of the year.
In the first overtime both MSU and EIU
had two shots, but neither found their way
inside the goal. Just 5:55 into the second
overtime EIU's Audra Frericks took a pass
from Devon BisseU and put the ball past
sophomore goalkeeper Karen Fit7harris to
give Eastern illinois the 2-1 double-overtime victory.
FitZharris dropped her record while in
goal to 5-3-1. EIU put nine shots on goal,
but seven saves were not enough to get the
Racers their first conference win of the season.
The soccer team will make another bid

ln 1977, Yan-

Men placQ first, women capture
third at Austin Peay Invitational
The men's cross country team, led by
senior Jeremy Kirk, captured its second win
of the season at the Austin Peay Invitational last Saturday. The women finished third
in the 14--team race with senior Emily Hemdon leading the charge.
MSU won the meet with 33 points. Middle Tennessee State finished second with 65
and were followed by Evansville with 74
points. Host school Austin Peay finished
fourth.
Kirk's time of 27 minutes 40.81 seconds
was good enough for third place on the Smile course. Other Racers contributing to
the effort were senior James Smith, who finished sixth at 28:16.25, sophomore Jeremy
Burkeen, who finic.hed seventh at 28:21.36,
freshman Tim Bradley, who finished eighth
at 28:31.25 and junior Ryan Davis, who
placed ninth with a time of 28:38.40. There
were 'f!l runners in the men's race.
Herndon's time of 20:23.53 helped her
earn a second-place finish on the 3.1-mUe
course. Senior Rebecca Christman finished

sixth at 20:51.91, sophomore Erin McMullen
finished 19th at 2106.57 and Susana Beraun
placed 43rd with a time of 23:03.92. There
were 102 runners in the women's race.
SEMO won the meet with 32 points.
Memphis finished second with 93 points
and Murray State followed with 99 points.
Host school Austin Peay finished sixth with
135 points.
The teams compete again Oct. 27 in the
OVC Championships in Richmond.

Volleyball splits conference
games with APSU, UT·Martin
The volleyball team defeated Austin
Peay 3-1 Tuesday. The Racers won the first
two games, lost the third and sealed their
third Ohio Valley Conference win of the
season by winning the fourth game.
Freshman outside hitter Kim Cappa led
MSU with 19 kills, followed by senior middle hitter Trena Fish (18) and senior outside hitter Jessica Wood {17). junior setter
Chrissy Dabbcrt had a game-high 65
assists.
The team fell in a hard-fought match at
UT-Martin 3-21ast Friday
Cappa led the way for MSU with 28
kills. Fish added 22 kills.
The Racers will continue on the road Friday night at Eastern niinois and Saturday
night at Southeast Missouri State. The

OVC Volleyball

OVC Soccer

Standings

·standings

Saturd•y
Murray State 6 SEMO, 1 p.m.
UT ·Mulin 0 Tennessee Sl.,
1:30 p.m.
E.1st~rn Illinois 0 sru-c, 1:30 p.m.
Tenn4!11fl('e Tech 0 EKU, 3 p.m.

OVCOverall
Eastern Illinois
6-1
11-4
Morehead
7-2
14-5
UT-Martin
6-1
15-6
SEMO
6·2
9-8
Eastern Kentucky 5-4
9-8
Austin Peay
4-5
9-8
Murray State
2-6 3-15
Tennessee Tech 1-7
4-10
Tennessee State 0-8
3-12

OVCOverall
2-o 10-Hl
SEMO
Tennessee Tech 1-0 9-4-Q
Eastern lllinois
l-1 9-3-0
1-1 3-10-0
liT-Martin
Murray State
0-1 - 6-6-1
Morehead
0-2 2-12-Q

Standings

OVC Overall
gie Jackson hit
2-o
4-1
Eastern lllinois
three borne runs on Tennessee State 1-o
5-0
the first pitches
Eastern Kentucky 2-1
4-2
from three D(ldgct
Tennessee Tech 1-1
3-2
pitchers co pqwer
SEMO
1-2
3-4
the Yankees lo aJt
Murray State
0-2
2-3
8-4 victory in Game UT-Martin
0-2
1-4
Six of abe World

for its first conference win at 1 p.m. Sunday
at Cutchin Field against Morehead State.
The game against Arkansas-Little Rock,
which was scheduled for 3 p.m. Oct. 17, has
been canceled and will not be rescheduled.

OVC Football
Schedule

OVC Football

kees' slugp Reg-

Series at Y inUe
Stadium. Jackson

team will return home against Tennessee EIU 12
Tech on Saturday, Oct. 27.
~
8

Rifle team captures victoly in
match against Austin Peay
,
The rifle team won its competition
against Austin Peay on Monday. The Murray State Gold team finished with an overall score of 1559 out of a possible 1600. The
Murray State Blue finished with a score of
1496 out of the possible 1600. Austin Peay
finished with a score of 1466.
Sophomore Morgan Hicks and freshman Crystal Dove led MSU Gold with a
score of 392 out of a possible 400. Also contributing to the MSU Gold victory was
freshman Robert Purdy, who fired a 388.
Senior J.T. Hearn shot a 387 out of the possible 400.
Senior ]iU Livesay Wheeldon led MSU
Blue with a score of 386 out of 400. 5<)phomore Beth House, who shot a 373, and
justin Morgan, who shot a 369, also con·
tributed for the MSU Blue. Freshman
Michael Gardner fired a 368 for MSU Blue.
Murray State wiU compete next in the
Ohio Valley Conference/Mid-America
Rifle Conference Championships Oct. 1921 in Cookeville, Tenn.

Residential Colleps
Men
Tuttd.ly
Eluabeth vs. Fr~nklin 8 b p.m.
Whore •~. Hart @7 p.m.
Ciarlo. V>. Hester@ 8 p.m.
R•·g~nlb V>. Richmond @ 9 p.m.
Thursday
I fe!ot~r ,.s. Richmond @ 6 p m.
CUrk \'5. Regent:. C 7 p.m.
t!Jrt vs. Franklin C 8 p.m.
White V>. Eliz~bcth C 9 p .m.

Women
lue•d•y
H•rt vs. Regents 0 b p.m.
Hest<'r •·~. White 0 7 p.m.
Springer,.,_ Ciarlo. G 8 p.m.
Thund.ly
Whlte V> Springer 0 8 p.m.
Clark V$, Eliz.tbt'th 0 9 p.m.
fiL-star vs. Hart 0 10 p.m.

F hit three consec~tive bomers in a

Series game.

13KJ AP!)Lt

Service Hours M-F 7:30-5:00

Please call for
Competitive Pricing

IIII~IN6

----IMIIU(&N fOOD & DIIIIANDWilHII
Open Mon. - laf. It a.m. - 1:1 a.m.
lunda.,. It a.m. - a p.m.
~~H)

For all your car care needs
Shuttle Service Available
An Affiliate of Parker Ford Lincoln Mercury

lomu of IOfb & &nadia (beldnd Mlo* Jbeahe)
(:I.C)) ·J~aafifi

EIU3

nuo
$0103

lSUO
Oct.12

~PuJ3
DU3

TSUO

ur.... 3
.U2

fl.ternlties
Mond1y
Sigma Chi v5. Lambda Chi Alpha @
7pm.
Alpha Sigma Pht vs. Sigma Phi
Epsilon 0 8 p.m.
Pi Kappa AlpN 115. AlpN Gamma
Rho89p.m.
Wednesday
Alpha Sigma Phi V$. Pi Kappa Alpha
@9p.m .
Alpha Tau Omega vs Sigma Chi 6
JOp.m.
Mond1y
AlpN G.lmma Delta Pearls,.,. Squirrl!ls 06 p m.
Alpha Sigma Alpha v~. Alpha Omi·
cron Pi@ 7 p.m.
Alpha Omicron Pi B vs. Sogny Sigma
s~gma e 8 p.m..
All gGmes pl4ytrldl tlte lntramurlll Fit/J

Oct. J4
UT-111i't1114
...... 3
EIUO
Od.J3
SDI02

rnvo

L •.,.. _

Best Damn Plzn In Greacer
Mecro Buchanan Area

Muwl'a..,,KW

l.lwe Mink lwet'l' la.._da.,- NIQhf af

... ,...2

@®Iill@ ll®ftm
ffil@ ~~y

CAft
Murray

llf:f.Jl
.......... 3

Sports Briefly is compiled by Assistant Sports ;SOlO 3
Editor Kevin Thomas.
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Intramural Football
Schedules

was the first player
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u
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NHL 2001-02 Preview

Flyers, Capitals should battle for Eastern Conference supremacy

CHRIS

j UNG

"IT WILL BE
INTERESTING TO

Whoever said profes~ional sports are for
the love of the game'? This theory seems to
be incorrect with an array of preseason
and off-season acqui~itions .
Btbically, the 2001 Eastern Conference
of the National Hockey League can be
described in five words: marquee players
on the move. Name:. such as Jagr. Hasek,
Roenick and Lindros will malce fans do a
double take at the new look of some
teams. With the trading and signing of
so many top athletes in the NHL within
the Eastern Conference. the upcoming
year should be an interesting one.

Atlantic Dmsion

WATCH NEW
PLAYERS ON

NEW TEAMS."

The New York Rangers made the most
noise by adding hockey's bad boy. Eric
Lindros. This move wa!> done in desperation to energize the struggling Rangers'

offense. However, there most likely will
be no improvement.
The Philadelphia Flyers. the team that
finally has been lifted of the burden of
Lindros. appears to be in excellent shape
to capture the East. General Manager Bob
Clarke not only erased the Lindros saga
from the locker room. but also went on a
springtime shopping spree, re-signing
John Ltclair and adding all-star Jeremy
Roenick. This makes the Flyers' offense
one of the most threatening in the league.
The New Jersey Devils, who seem to be
entering the aging process, are alway:.
considered a contender. This year is no
exception, as the Devils will be in the hunt
yet again with the combination of a solid
defense and all-star goallender Martin
Brodeur.
The Pittc;burgh Penguins were on the

wrong end of u top player going to a new
team. Jaromir Jagr. longtime Penguins
captain and top player in the world, is
gone. However. Mario Lemieux looks to
play his first full season in years as he is in
top shape. However, problems between
Head Coach Ivan Hlinlca and Pittsburgh
management could lead to the coach's dismissal. This team could be an interesting
one to watch.

Northeast Division
The Buffalo Sabres will make the
largest adjustment. For the first time in
ages, Buffalo will be without its all-star
goaltender. "The Dominator," Dominik
Hasek:. Hasek was shipped to the Detroit
Red Wings to clear cap room. ln return,
former Sabre Slava Kozlov returns to Buffalo and adds some playoff experience to

the team.
The Boston Bruins also appear to contend in the East as Martin Lapointe leads
the charge. However. top players staying
healthy and a lack of an offensive threat
will be a big question mark in Boston.
For the Toronto Maple Leafs. Curtis
Joseph is the key. His presence is huge,
and with any kind of offensive support.
Joseph is extremely dangerous. The fans
in Toronto are still ready to see the signing
of a big-name scorer to round out the
team.

dra and Adam Oates malces this club an
early favorite.
The Aorida Panthers have the Bure
brothers who could combine for 100 goals
and scare any defense in the league.
The Carolina Hurricanes will probably
put a strong team on the ice, but fall short
at playoff time. With Ron Francis and several players on the brink of greatness, this
team could surprise many.
It will be interesting to watch new players on new teams. Will they adjust to new •
cities, new teammates and new styles? No
muller what. when the smoke clears, ~
Philadelphia and Wac;hington will emerge
with the Flyers from Philly representing
the East in the Stanley Cup Finals.

Southwest Division
Finally, the Southeast Division could be
considered the worst in the East and has
only one true threat with Washington. The
arrival of Jagr improved the Capitals'
offense. and adding him with Peter Bon-

Chris Jung is a staffwrittr for "Tire Murray State Ntws. "

Free-agent signings make Detroit favorite in Western Conference
From top to bouom in the Nutional
Hockey League. the We:stem Conference
has changed very little during the la~t few
sea~ons. Fans can count on the Detroit Red
Wings, Colorado Avalanche and Dallas
Stars tinishing at the top of the Central,
Northwest and Pacific Divisions, re.,pectively, this season. The biggest question is:
Which of these teams will represent the
conference in the Stanley Cup Finals'!

jUSTIN

McGILL
" LOOK FOR THE

Central Division

Three big free-agent signings give
REo WINGS TO Detroit the upper hand in the Central Division and in the conference. Bren Hull left
DEFEAT DALLAS
Dallas to join the Wing!>, and Luc
IN THE WESTERN Robitaille joined Detroit from the Los
CONFERENCE Angeles Kings. Both players have scored
more than 600 goals in their careers and are
FINAL.."
expected to boost an already-potent often-

sive attack led by veterans Steve Yzerman
and Sergei Federov.
Detroit also signed Dominik Hasek, who
is widely considered one of the best goalies
in NHL history based on more than a
decade of work with the Buffalo Sabres.
Add names like Chris Chelios and Brendan
Shanahan, and the result is the best team in
the league.
' St. Louis faltered in the playoffs last season. largely because of the inefficient play
of goalie Roman Turek. Brent Johnson will
guard the net early in the season. and his
ability will play a large part in determining
the fate of the Blues.
The only other competitive team in the
Central Division is the Nashville Predators.
Since joining the league in 1998. the Preds
have ama~c;ed an impressive record for a
young franchise and should do so again lhis

year. The maturation of goal-scorers like
David Legwand. Scott Hartnell and Scott
Walker, as well as the play of goalie Milce
Dunham, will be key to Nashville's playoff
aspirations.

Nortbwest Division
The defending NHL champion. the Col-

orado Avalanche. is the leader of the weak·
est division in the Western Conference. and
its chance of retaining the Stanley Cup was
damaged in the off season with Ray
Borque's retirement and Peter Forsberg's
decision to take the season off. While many
believe that Forsberg will return before the
season ends. Colorado will rely on Martin
Skoula and Milan Hejdulc to continue
improving and fill the void.
The Vancouver Canucks and Edmonton
Oilers are the other two teams in the North-

west Division fighting for a playoff spot.
but only one will malce it to the postseason.

finals.
The Kings will be in the middle of the
playoff pack if they continue the solid play
they exhibited last season. Expectations
have risen for the Mighty Ducks of Anaheim, but expectations don't malce a playoff team.
Nashville has been three or four wins
away from malc.ing the playoffs each of its
first few seasons. They·u make it this season.
The rest of the field should look similar
to last year, but Detroit is too talented to fall
in the fU'St round for two consecutive seasons. Look for the Red Wings to detent
Dalla-; in the Western Conference Final on
their way to winning the Stanley Cup.

Pacific Division
Four of the five teams in the division
have a chance at the postseason led by Dallas. Mike Modano, Pierre Turgeon and Pat
Verbeek lead a veteran scoring attack capable of taking the Stars back to the Stanley
Cup Finals. The most interesting development, and the one that may have the most
bearing on the Stars' post<;ea.o;on play, will
be whether goalie Ed Belfour is happy in
Dallas.
Led by Teemu Selanne and Owen
Nolan, San Jose ha'> one of the most exciting teams in the league. The Sharks have all
the necessary components of a winning
franchise, but it remains to be seen if those
pieces will fit together and take them to the

Justin McGill is S{JQrts editor for "TM
Murray State News."
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HlJ0.8Rl.0171 '"""w.t-d!wrlu:um
ORIVFI<S 4,3¢/ male tnp fl'IY• 43t/ noile lop
p;ly, 43</rnilc: top p:~y, 43~/nule tnp p;t)',
43¢/nalk anp p:ty. I r.;A Tna<-k ftjJ()-237·
4M2.

DRI\'ER:>·CI>L TRAINING ~ Jl:lid while
fOf pl:l<-.:mmt "'llh =~.,. uudt·
mg cnmp.my
biJI mnoc.~ Commnnw~-:llth Truck DnvinK Sc honl (.all
tnll fn."<." lf'7-97t)..;04j.

lr.llnlnJ!

""m

J)IUVf.R.~ "!l(ACTOR TRATL.t:R New st.:ll'l·
lng P··~· 'l'.Jic, !':tau Ull('lll~th on, F.armn~
Pn!('n!CIJ up In S50,()()() per rear, full
h.:oofrL•, New model cnm'1:nlloo.1l rr~<··

tool, Qu:lhrr

home dnte, Rc.'Wnn:d & OTR

driv<!rll nt:e!lt..-d NO S1tlDHNI'S PLEA~!!.
<'.:111 Al<l.,.IC I!.XPRP:SS H()n-•J..!7-o·HI ,
WWWUt<·lftC:ltJlfi!'-'-<1Hll, 11,0 ll<lX 1~9,
Hllla:tr·t.l, OH ..j:lQ2.6.
HIRING ON Till: SI'OT·Oo You \\·~nl
To Know Hov. Ra~ M<ltlcy Fc:eb? lc:lm
To l>rht· 18 ~'heels! $600-$800 Weekly
Ym1r I"' Yr. 2 \\"t!C:k In !iUtc: 'rrJaning,
!'Jo Out C)l l'•xk<-r, If Qu.1hfied l';o
fmploymcnt C<>n!r.ll1S l!i.k)· 21<}-7~1)3

I \'I:!J\R C\PI'RIENCP. I'A YS $

~7/mik

lo1

~nmpany tlrlvertt. Owner/OperJtnrs,
c::arn up to .119/mlle, right nuw' HomelinK'! lknc:fll.,, Hc-~nbnd I!Jcpn:"' l·!IUO·
441-49S3 www.hc::IIWndcxprc<.".com

2 WK TRAINING lt YOUR on the: n:l<KI ro
~IX'<"CII.'! Sun dnvinjl the Rag truck•
NO'IIi1 Rc~lonal, OTR, l.<x:nl 10 $46,000
bt yr, p<llcnti:all I-SI.lll-!)9S· ">H~2.
ARE YOU R!!AOY fOR ACTIOIII., Join J•

MAR ttxby! COl y,•/ tbzMM, 23 y..-a,..
old, I yc:u OTR requlr.:c.l. Colll3ct
Knoxville, TN n:cruilcr. I.M77-3S3·JMAR

www t-rru~nrudunl! <'Orn
Alllll'fllON DRIVER.)·NO EXPERIENCE
NI!CI~'>SARY! TMC: Tr:tn~portation ncN'
drivrn;. $MU guaranteotl ..-~..,kly. Pott:n·
t~l to e-~m $900 per wet:k or more """
Mnl 11e1 hornt- on ,.c:t:kt'llds!!! For COL
tr.llning clll 000.206-7364.
$111G MONEY$ N.T.S l'bcemclll Com·
p.my Na-d.' Dm-'t'n.1! lnupenc:nced up
to $601). Ex.penenn:J up tn $1000. Pay
up tu 41 q>m. Paid tr:uning, II you qual ·
aly f®I·7Rl-8SS6/ TrJU<If Troller Train·
ing.
DKIVFR· AIRFREJGtrr nnd DEDIC'.A"reD
Jnd {(1(.• nf It! ~ immcdtate OTR open·

inJ:' C.xnp~ny <lnvcr~ or l'OO!r~CIO,.,.,
Clas,s ·A

COL

R00-7Rll-73~7!

www.Ltnchir.com.
DRIVER 'I'RA!Nf.f.\ Nfl'l>FI>·E.:tm 'lli1ule

You l..eam·Wcmer :~oo tdlt"r l-:trnom. a~
IS.f>-~y 'T"r.~aning W<'rkly home
tl\'~lbhlc $6<;(1-$9()0 weekly, plus

hinn11tlm•·

hc:rwflls. C:l!l 1-I!U<J-.309.t>'J9Z.
llHlVER.CO\'ENANT TI{ANSI'OR1' :>lnw
<liknn~ Pcr l>tt•m l';ry I'm Experienced
'r<·:uu•. ~>ln.. :tnd Tralnc:r.. 010·
SolcWTeam' Ill~ l'!us fuel ~un::harge.
C;t!J 11!1!1-MORE·P...V 11~7·~729\

the hell! in the anUu.suy!
St.~)() !'ll~n.Qn llonu~. lTp "' :\~¢/mile
,r.tnln(! loadt:dlrmpty 111~'(.1 defl<"'ll
·1:arp pJ}'. As.,lgn<"<l cunvenllon:tl. 800441•!271 WliTl~'; .
ORIVF.R·~!Jnn11-

Ori\'<.-riOwncr Ope~or • G=r Pay·
check, Bo:ncfiL\, Homdlmc:, und Stady
fn.ight plu.• a Sign.On llnnu.' up ttl
$1,5\.10! Hnyd RrQoi~ u l'Ct(Urt: Flar!x-.;1
t.<·adcr Smc:e 19SI'i! H4Kl·~4~-89H
llRIVl'H~

CUARANTF.fl> HOME

'rl~1H.

GrL'at Payl C:l!l SMXI 1{()().247..fl040 Vncr·
unh ~;tJrt 32 qun, l'l.athed .31 cpm, Van.
WWW AlllXC.t:flfn

ORIVERS, over the m:~d. 3'i SuiCl. Fbi
~•ilh ai;b. bte mc><kl wn•·entlon.:sb. :3
yc-al'5 Cl<Jl"rit:n<.:e. Sl.OOO SiWt on hnnllli.
~wn .;}tt-.3/l~ mile + ""nefiL•. C:lll IIOO~·H.()641j.

DRIVl'R."· Owner nperatun. :1ntl Jriw,.,.,
~m31l
wck,>rll<.'d, van & ll;uho.:d.•.
mile-..ge p:~y-lo:Wed & cmply-.R2q'lfn,
lo:Kkc.l ll:ulx'tl·.~ q>m+FJS, E.:t.'il Coa.<l
$Urt'h:tJ'Rc-.O'i Cf'lll, ~top ofT p:ty, brp
pay42S.$40, L..~N Tmn.,port.:uton, In<".,
l.oui•ville, KY, l ·ll00-<>32-43,2.

n-"

I>RIVF.RS: Soloo. up to _ 4<;« per mUe,
Tc-Jm' up to .4R( per mtle, Contr:~aor.o
,lllf all milo. ~ Opll<)n:s av~U. !No
•noncv down.) Fuel inrenuvc::., incn.-a."<:c.l
holi<.b)· oncn1.:1uon p:ty & mc~n"l CNo
CDI., No P.xp. , Nccd Tr.umnMl C.,ll
1\urhnl!ton Mmnr

C~rn<.'l'll

llll09
ORIVI'RS WANTED: St.lrt up to .34 <.·pm .
Home wt:ekc:nd' l>rive a l:t!c model
Frt-rj!htlintr wrth ~ hn~powtr,
Flothed only. C:lll Oearoo, Inc. 80fJ.~S.
~S€>2.
DRIVFR~HOMI! EV£RY WEEI(ENI), NO
NYC C'.oonp:ln~·, St;lrt up to .)6¢ 3 n>llc,
Supt-rior ln•uran~'t.'tl Jnd RencllL'I. Ownl."r
OperJtor: 113(/nul.:, fuel ..urch:ltJC<'. P;uc.l
tl.t..o;e Pbli:/Pcnnil'l/l'ud Ta.x.,., Reambur.«: TottvS.::.Io. lc:l<e Purch:~;c P">gmm
...VJII:thle,
ROQ.948-67fl6,
www.ep<:>lr.ln.,p<•n.<<>nl.

OWNER OPI!RATOR·At l~antht:r II, wc

pay Ownet Opcr.unr'" wdl to tl•:hw~
Per loaded nlllt: $l.'i5 Tra~l<>rl>l $1.l0
litr.llllhl TnK"k•; $.110 C:UJ!O V3n.•. I~
010. Fud ..urciUI'MC. 8()().64().70'iS.
TANC.O TRANSPORT, INC. •ttkinl!
010. Fl:nht-d, Ml'pd..,dc, van.<, CnN:I<.t
V:Jn 11dwt:ll 1~-101!-2646.

REAL ESTATE
LAKP.FRONT CAliiN .579.900. NEW ISOO
liCJ f1 10!1 home on B!!AutlFl'L l..:lkc
Cumberland! '\00+ h. of •h•lrehne,
undcl")(tnund utilitl~'· paVt:d road., w:llt•r
and exc. l'INANCING! lOlL FREil

2001 Homecoming Queen!

4~ot., ~~u,c SlSUJ'S

~6 A 9ll

31st

t:~l

2.i7,

SPRING BREAK
~PRING BRI'.AK! Avoid 11rKill Cunn:ffili
& S:Jal Prom F1ork11, !'>pend S D-J)'ll In

1\:alumas Fcnm $2791 fnduclcs Most
MCOJis! Get Gn•up-Gn Fred •pnnghre;~k·
trnvd com l-l't(J0.67R-63A6.
EARLY SPRING Hrcak

Speci.~b! Cnn~'lln

& ,J.unak:a Prom SJI!91 Air, t-lolt'l, F~
Mc~b, Dnnkl<l Award·wannlnK C.:»tlp'ln)'l
GIOUJl Lc:adel'5 t'n:e! Jo'loritb VamtlO""
S 129! :;pnngtlrt-~ktrnveLrom J-80().{,78-

63116
"I SPRIN(; BRf'AK Vacauon.sl C:lll(un,
jam:uc:1, Bahama~ & Flond.:t. S<l<lk l'.Miy
& Get l'n.-e M<•J! l'lan. 1!.1m ('.ash & Go
Ftc.'r! Now hiring Campta., R.-p. 1·8U().

2}4-7007 rnc.ll<~""-'umarleftnur,.mm.
•-ACT NOWI <1u:u:tntce the llC'Ol
SPIUNG BREAK P&ICESI South P.Jdre,
C:lrwun, Jamall'.l, B.th~n\;1.>, Ac:tpuko,
Flundn & ~artli Gras, Ref"' N~·ed<'<l ...
TrJvel Fr<"t:, l!arn $$$. GROUP
D ISCOUNTS POR 6+ .
800·R31!-Rl03
www.lci><JMOUn;.<~>m

·-Acr PASn Saw $~$. G<:1 :1 <:nupno
Go to springbn:akdi"<nunt.,.rom or c:all

Tune-up your engines with

the right parts from

.................

Classiflt:d Ratt·s
25<: per word for the
fi r.'>t 20 words.

20¢ each
additional word.
Bold Face Type:
$1 per line
A tte n tion g e tters
,...,. ,;.)-..-.... $1
Minimum Charge $1

CHECK this .'<'Uh>n ever)' Wt'1:k !u ill'lll
f!l't!llt dt-~h on Spl1nJ! Hn.'ak trlp.'! k'.)(<~i<'
cJc,.tltUliOM .tnd l'tJN, fUN, Fl rNI

Found Notices are

TRAVEl
'GET MARRII'I>' SMOKY MOUI'ITAIN'i,

Area.s m<ll<t lll'auulul d>apeJ,, Ortl:aincJ
Monlsten., Compk'tc Armngeuwnt•. Hnn·
cym<xm/Pamaly C.lhlns, BmllhUkln(!
Views, Fau:pbn,;. W~-ddm~t Atl-;nsc-mcn~» 1~}-7274, V:~cltlon lodging

I..Jl00.634-5H 14. smolcywedc.lrn~.cnm

""'"'y?

An: da.'--<.• ~rrc:.,.lng
you out> \'1/:mt '" g<:l nul of town' Watch
thi, ><~:<.11un for w<·.u !lt:!away idt•;&s!

NEF.D to Ret

1

Murray Auto Parts, Inc.
4NAP
At AUTtJ PARTS
~
~

I

HQ(). '\84-7'iOl ,

behind
Cracker Barrel
and next:~o
Office Depo~.

Oct. i!3rd

Congratulations
~ Wendy Davis

NEW LOG l:AIIIN nn l acres With ln.'C
IXlCit ~oiip It tlriv:tte l3ke o«b•. T<.'ll·
""'-'«' mounU!n.•. Nc:~r lll hole ji(JIC
CDU!l'C, $69,900 Tenn.' Call 1-ll00-704·

Loca~ed

Available

Q

l.allO.Sll~

1!66-770·931 I <'Xt, 702

1300 N. 12th St.
641 N .

753-4424
I
~

publl..4ihed at n o
charge f or 2 issu es.

Classificds Dead.Une is
3 p.m. Wednesday.
Payment due in advance.
The Murray State News
office is located on the 1st
Floor of Wilson HalL
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Homecoming:

Search:

Incletnent weather brings traditional
Hotnecotning festivity to abrupt halt

Presidential finalists disagree about
validity of recent selection process

From Page 1

From Page 1

I've encountered in my many years at
Murray State," Dennison said. "I've
never seen anything like this before. This
could be devastating".
The most obvious setback because of
weather was the cancellation of Tent
City. The annual Murray State tradition
sought to bnng Murray State alumni and
the communi[}' together by having tents
set up for various organizations and clubs
to greet the groups' alumni and sell and
advertise products and services.
Scheduled to begin at I I a.m. on Sat·
urday, Tent City's tents were already set
up. and workers for the different organi zations :md clubs had already started

preparing displays and food in anticipation of the crowd to come.
Some organizations, like the Sock &
Buskin theater group, had already deco·
rated their tent with balloon animalli and
games, and group members were min·
gling wnh the growing crowd. Workers
for '1'he Shield," Murray State's yearbook, were preparing for a snack: sale
when officials informed everyone that
because of wind. rain and a possible tornado warning, it was time to pack up and
leave.
"I got there around I0: 15 and started
unpacking our stuff,'' said Justin Toon.
editor of 'The Shield." "The weather was

Regents voted 10- 1 in favor of selecting F.
King Alexander, an associate professor of
higher education at University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign.
G. Daniel Howard. vice president for
advancement and administration at the Uni·
versity of North Alabama. visited the campus
as a finalist in the presidential search. He said
the search was run professionally and was not
at all unusual.
"I found it to be absolutely first-rate,"
Howard said. "John Kuhnle (consultant from
Korn/Ferry) was heavily involved in the
process. I had the opportunity to meet the
entire Board of Regents."
Howard said he thought the on-campu:.

already very unpleasant. It wns cold and
drizzling and raining."
Toon and his staff planned to use their
Tent City appearance to raise funds for
the yearbook and to promote sales for
next year's publication. The weather,
however. had other plans.
"The weather started getting even
worse," Toon said. "Then just ~hy of I I
o'clock.. someone from the journalism
department told us that the event wa'i
canceled, and we should pack up and
leave immediately. Of course we were
very disappointed: we have all this surplus food. Hopefully we'll have another
opportunity to raise money."

interview was "widely" structured and that be
was given the opportunity to interact with the
entire campus community. Howard also said
he felt the staff. faculty and student constituencies were all well represented, and he
remembered Faculty Regent Terry Strieter
and Student Regent Nikki Key asking a variety of questions.
Bates also said he thought the campus visit ·
wa~ handled professionally, and he received
letters from three different individuals after
the vote with "wonderful" things to say to
him. But he disagreed with Howard on the
nature of the search.
Said Bates: "Let's just say it was an unusual search,"

,Mar '7J.r 7Jug11Aifll
C•ll 7$1•0100

,_ _ All strr{cts ptt oFchiirgt.

(;J Free Pregnancy Test

!;21 Information About ALL Choices

1;:1 Caring and Confidential Help
T b e L ire llouae
1506 Chestnut Street
www.I.House org

Q)

VIrginia slims · $2.25($.60 off)
Marlboro · $2.25($.60 off)
.2.21($.60 off)

. $2.11(f.70 off)
save $.03 on Each Gallon of Gas You Purchase
w h e n Yo u s h ow Yo u r c u r r e n t Racer I.D.

Sigma

Epsilon
Phi

Would like to congratulate
their 2001 centennial

chapter sweetheart,

Advertise with Tlze M11rra)J State NeJvs

Kelsha Darnell

The Murray State News
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[ ...

would like to wish everyone a
great Fall Break!
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Thurs. Oct 25
5PM
Cumberland Room
Curris Center

Now organizing.
If interested, please attend
information meeting.
For information call 762-6984
~ ;.

Shampoo, Cut, & Style
$15- women • $11 -men
MSU - 1Oo/o OFF

\:.r~
~

('

/

1

~ne

yo[aen

753-Q542

WALK-INS Om.Y!

10% off for MSU students,
Open Mon.- Sat. 10 a.m.· 6 p.m.
faculty, staff & seniors
Please call for an appointment
Gift Certificates Available
Comer of Coldwater Rd. & Dodson Ave.
(next to the 5-Polnts Restaurant) Inside Leta's Beauty Salon

ATTENTION MSU STUDENTS!

MCC Paducah

Furnish your d orm or apartment and
SAVE a bund le. Shop at Charlie's Antique
Mall. We are more than just antiques ... we
arc a variety super store fu ll of savings with
· something for everyone.

- ·

•

$5 Off on Mondays
(Not Valid w/ any other offer)

We've moved!!!

@

728 Tennessee St.
Paducah, KY 42001
(Corner of Tennessee & 8th Street)
Services: Sunday - 11 am & 7 pm
Bible study Wednesday 7pm

Rev. Lillian Ferguson, Pastor: (270) 443-3339
Local: (270) 753-6361

~

7 53 ·82 8 2 or 8,...5_3-_1_1_7_2_ _ _ ____,

• T.herapeutic Swedish Massage
• Aromatherapy • Ear Candling
• Connective Tissue Massage

FULL SERVICE HAIR SALON

~oucn

Massage Therapy & Bodyworks
Orlnglng {lo11 JV~w .Cif~

8 miles from
Murray at the
KY-TN Line

How Banking Should Be

M-F 10:00-4:30
Sat- 10:30-5:00
Sun 1:00-5:00

Metropolitan Community Church • All Welcome!!
Serving the "GLBr Community

(

J

